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ABSTRACT 
Supply chains are facing different types of uncertainty associated with today‘s business 
environment. Uncertainty in the supply chain may arise from a number of sources such as 
demand and supply interruptions, production/logistics capacity changes and lead time   
variability. To cope with this problem and lessen the impacts of such uncertainties, an 
effective strategy is to incorporate flexibility into supply chain planning. Introducing effective 
flexibility options into a supply chain can improve the responsiveness of the supply chain in 
dealing with uncertainties.  
A three-dimensional framework is established to quantify a number of important flexibility 
options in supply, manufacturing and distribution. A tactical supply chain planning model 
incorporating the quantified flexibility options is developed for a three-echelon supply chain 
environment to fill the gap existing in the current literature. The model aims to minimise the 
total cost of the supply chain encompassing procurement, production and distribution costs. 
To solve the proposed model a new approach based on the so-called Cross-Entropy method is 
used. The model is solved for different scenarios having different number of the identified 
flexibility options and the impacts of adjusting flexibility on the overall performance of the 
supply chain are investigated against two performance measures including the total supply 
chain cost and the customer service level.  
To validate the proposed model and the solution approach, the model was applied to an 
industrial case that manufactures a range of flange products. Obtained results reveal that the 
proposed optimisation model significantly reduces the total cost of the supply chain under 
every scenario. Interesting managerial insights are achieved through comparing the obtained 
results for each scenario using the performance measures.              
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  CHAPTER 1
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO FLEXIBLE SUPPLY CHAIN 
Supply Chains (SCs) suffer from the inherent uncertainties associated with today‘s business 
environment and business practices. The more common sources of uncertainty may be related 
to demand and supply interruptions, lead time variability, and production/logistics capacity 
changes (Das, 2011; Gong, 2008; Merschmann and Thonemann, 2011).  
It has been recognised in various disciplines that flexibility is an effective strategy to mitigate 
the impacts of different types of uncertainty. This is agreed that introducing effective 
flexibility options/measures can help SCs become more responsive to SC uncertainties (Das 
2011; Gerwin 1993; Gosling et al. 2010). It can improve the ability of a system in providing a 
quicker response to changes by spending little cost, time and work (Gosling et al. 2010; 
Morlok and Chang 2004; Upton 1995). To deal with dynamic condition of the today‘s 
markets, therefore, business entities need to maintain an efficient and flexible SC to improve 
responsiveness and customer satisfaction level (Gong 2008; Gupta and Maranas 2003).  
At the strategic level, the aim of SC flexibility is to redesign or reconfigure the entire or part 
of the network in order to facilitate efficient and quick response to major disruptions such as 
natural disasters (Klibi et al. 2010; Swafford et al. 2006). This flexibility usually needs large 
amount of investment for reconfiguring an existing network.  
However, more frequent and common uncertainty types such as interruptions and variations in 
supply, demand, production, and logistics are generally tackled at the tactical level using SC 
planning models that incorporate multiple flexibility options. By incorporating flexibility 
options to SC planning models, an organisation can manage its operations more efficiently 
and effectively, while improving the resiliency of its SC performance when facing external 
interruptions.  
It is relatively agreed in the literature that a flexible SC needs to incorporate multiple 
flexibility options in its core SC activities including procurement/sourcing, manufacturing, 
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distribution/logistics (Merschmann and Thonemann 2011; Vickery et al. 1999). This is 
because SC flexibility is achieved only if all key processes across the SC retain the ability to 
provide a quick response to environmental changes (Beamon 1999; Merschmann and 
Thonemann 2011; Sánchez and Pérez 2005; Swafford et al. 2006; Vickery et al. 1999).   
Many of the past studies which have targeted SC planning at the tactical level have 
incorporated inherent flexibility options to the developed models. Some examples are Chern 
and Hsieh (2007), Tsai (2007), Genin et al. (2008) and Jayaraman and Pirkul (2001). 
However, most of these studies have incorporated flexibility in one or two key activities in a 
SC including procurement, production and distribution and less attention has been paid to 
consider flexibility for the entire key activities.   
This might be due to the difficulty in the development and evaluation of such a complex 
tactical SC planning model that incorporates a range of realistic flexibility options in all key 
SC processes. This research, therefore, aims to address this specific issue and research gap by 
developing a SC planning model to which a number of flexibility options are incorporated.  
 
1.2  FLEXIBILITY IN TACTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING  
To incorporate flexibility to tactical SC planning, the characteristics of the SC and flexibility 
options need to be defined. In this section, an integrated planning being the target of this study 
is first explained followed by introducing several important flexibility options to be 
incorporated to the SC planning targeted in the current study.  
 
1.2.1 Integrated tactical supply chain planning 
To best satisfy demand the key activities within a SC need to be planned effectively and 
efficiently. A SC network is an integrated structure which involves the procurement, 
production, storage, distribution and control of goods (Bilgen 2010). This is an integrated 
system synchronising a series of interrelated business processes in order to: (1) acquire raw 
materials and parts (2) transform the acquired raw materials and parts to finished products, 
and (3) distribute the finished products to either retailers or customers. This integrated system 
helps facilitating information exchange among different business entities including suppliers, 
manufacturers, distributors, third-party logistics providers and retailers (Min and Zhou 2002).  
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A typical forward network of SC comprises of different participants including suppliers or 
vendors of raw materials and/or parts, manufacturing plants, distribution centres or 
warehouses and retailers or customers (Chern and Hsieh 2007). These work together in order 
to satisfy the demand generated at the demand point of the SC network. Figure 1.1 shows the 
key participants in a typical SC network.   
Unlike the flow of material, information flows from the downstream side of the SC towards 
its upstream side or from right to left, as shown in Figure 1.1.  The three key activities shown 
in the figure include: 
 Procurement: refers to the acquisition of raw materials and parts from external 
suppliers,    
 Production: refers to the processes in which the acquired raw material and parts are 
transformed to finished products,  
 Distribution: refers to the shipment of finished product from the production point to 
the customers throughout warehouses or distribution centres. 
Suppliers at the upstream side of the SC are responsible for supplying raw materials or 
components to the manufacturing plant where finished products are produced using the 
supplied materials. Finished products are then shipped to the distribution centres and from 
there to the customer to satisfy the demand. Customers are entities in SCs that are located on 
the downstream side of SCs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1. The configuration of a typical SC and its key activities 
Suppliers 
Manufacturing 
plants 
Retailers 
Distribution 
centres 
Material flow Information flow 
Procurement 
Production 
Distribution 
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SC planning aims to deliver the right product to the right customer at the right time. In 
traditional SC planning, suppliers, manufacturers and retailers were viewed as independent 
business entities in a SC which try to optimise their own objective (Barbarosoğlu and Özgür 
1999). Accordingly, planning tasks were conducted sequentially or independently without 
taking into account the impact of one activity on the others. This led to encountering 
infeasibilities which may have resulted by limitations such as capacity constraints, and 
therefore a poor performance was achieved.  
To deal with such shortcomings, coordinating the procurement, production and distribution 
plans in an integrated manner is an effective method which takes into account the limitations 
in capacity and other constraints in planning tasks (Torabi and Hassini 2009).  The importance 
of SC planning in an integrated manner has become more apparent as more researchers 
shifted their attention from sequential planning methods to more integrated planning 
approaches, such as Kanyalkar and Adil (2007), Pal et al. (2011), Peidro et al. (2009), Safaei 
et al. (2010); Torabi and Hassini (2009).   
The focus of this study is on tactical planning level in an integrated manner which 
simultaneously addresses procurement/supply, production and distribution. It aims to 
optimally utilise the available resources such as production facilities, distribution facilities 
and suppliers to satisfy the demand generated by customers (Peidro et al. 2009).  
 
1.2.2 Incorporating flexibility options in supply chain planning 
To incorporate flexibility to SC planning, flexibility needs to be clearly defined. If flexibility 
is not defined clearly, it may not be possible to compare the flexibility of one SC against 
another (Gunasekaran 1999; Lummus et al. 2003; Stevenson and Spring 2007; Vickery et al. 
1999). Different definitions can be found for flexibility and these definitions are different 
from one discipline/context to another with confusion surrounding its dimensions and stages 
(Sawhney 2006). For example, in manufacturing, flexibility is referred to various states a 
system can adopt to manufacture different product types at different volumes (Slack 1983; 
Upton 1995). It refers to the capability of a manufacturing system to provide a quick response 
to changes by shifting between various states of the system with little penalty in time, cost 
and performance (Swafford et al. 2006; Upton 1995). Some of the past research having 
studied flexibility in SCs include (Beamon 1999; Giachetti et al. 2003; Pujawan 2004; 
Stevenson and Spring 2007; Vickery et al. 1999).  
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A generic framework for formulating SC flexibility options in procurement, manufacturing 
and distribution has been proposed that provides a range of operational, tactical and strategic 
options for procurement, manufacturing, and distribution processes. Using these existing 
frameworks (Sodhi and Tang 2012; Stevenson and Spring 2007; Swafford et al. 2006), a new 
framework is established and presented in this study to specifically formulate a number of 
quantifiable SC flexibility options.  
Figure 1.2 illustrates a three-dimensional framework quantifying SC flexibility options 
considered in this study that can be used for tactical SC planning and optimisation. The three 
dimensions of SC flexibility include supply flexibility which refers to flexibility in 
procurement and sourcing processes, manufacturing flexibility which refers to flexibility in 
manufacturing and assembly processes, and distribution/logistics flexibility which refers to 
flexibility in transportation and warehousing processes.  
 
Figure 1.2. SC flexibility options in a three-dimensional framework 
Three key principles that set the foundation for the development of this framework include: 
1) For large corporations with established SC configurations, SC flexibility initiatives are 
less likely to be introduced at the strategic level which aims to reconfigure the SC 
network due to substantial investment requirements. Instead, the focus is on effective 
use of available resources and adjustment of flexibility options to enhance SC 
responsiveness. 
Supply Flexibility 
Make-and/or-buy 
decision 
Sourcing 
decision 
Manufacturing Flexibility  
Process flexibility 
Production capacity 
expansion  
Lead-time 
Distribution/Logistics Flexibility  
Multi-modal transport  
Multi-carrier transport  
Multi-route 
transport  
Storage capacity 
expansion 
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2) The overall flexibility of a SC depends on the flexibility of all SC processes and their 
interrelations; hence, the flexibility-related decisions within a SC must be made while 
considering the available/achievable flexibility options in other SC processes (Gong 
2008; Stevenson and Spring 2007; Swafford et al. 2006). In other words, SC flexibility 
is multi-dimensional and being flexible in one dimension does not necessarily 
contribute to the overall SC flexibility.   
3) It is widely recognised that flexibility options may be employed both reactively and 
proactively and hence the options may be differently weighted in various 
environments (Sawhney 2006; Stevenson and Spring 2007). Given the case-specific 
nature of SC flexibility options, tactical SC planning models can be utilised to 
determine the weight of each flexibility option and adjust the SC flexibility in certain 
environments. This weighting scheme helps determine the degree of flexibility 
required for various SC processes in order to attain the appropriate level of global 
flexibility. 
Each flexibility dimension in the established three-dimensional framework, shown in Figure 
1.2, includes a number of flexibility options. These options will be reflected to the SC 
planning model developed in this study. Following provides explanation for the concerned 
flexibility options shown in this framework.   
 
 Supply flexibility  
Supply flexibility can be addressed in two ways: ‗make-and/or-buy decision‘ and 
‗sourcing decision‘. The former flexibility option refers to the ability of a manufacturer to 
both use its own available resources and to outsource certain products to external 
subcontractors.  In facing common supply interruption, a SC becomes more flexible if 
certain products are both manufactured in-house and outsourced (Sodhi and Tang 2012). 
Make-and/or-buy tactics can be used to build this important flexibility option into tactical 
SC planning models.  
The latter flexibility option in supply dimension is sourcing decision. This is defined as 
the ability of a buying firm to manage its available suppliers and influence on their 
performance. Sourcing decision may include single versus multiple and cross sourcing. 
This refers to the ability to either procure raw materials or parts from a sole supplier or 
from more than one supplier. While sourcing from a single supplier may incur lower cost 
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per unit through the economies of scale and reduced supply management and admin 
costs, multiple and cross sourcing are the more flexible options enabling a SC to become 
responsive when facing supply interruptions and demand fluctuations (Burke et al. 2007). 
 
 Manufacturing flexibility 
As shown in Figure 1.2, at the tactical planning level, manufacturing flexibility 
dimension may include three flexibility options as process flexibility, production capacity 
expansion and backlogging.  
The first option, process flexibility, refers to manufacturing of multiple product types of 
products at each plant (Garavelli 2003, Sánchez and Pérez 2005). While process 
flexibility initiatives are generally practiced at the strategic level  (Beamon 1999; Schütz 
and Tomasgard 2011), it has been argued that manufacturing firms can effectively 
mitigate demand risks by establishing some additional tactical process flexibility at each 
plant (Jordan and Graves 1995). This can be through the addition of multipurpose 
machines, multitask machine tools, and multi-skill labours enabling a manufacturing 
plant produce multiple product types in one manufacturing plant. 
Production capacity expansion, as the second flexibility option in manufacturing 
dimension, refers to the use of overtime production, additional operating shifts, and/or 
other possible medium-term capacity expansion alternatives (Sabri and Beamon 2000). 
This flexibility option provides a manufacturing firm with the opportunity to use its 
additional capacity to increase the production level and satisfy sudden increase in demand 
in some periods. Firms having control on their production capacity are able to react more 
quickly to the changes in the market and cope with it. If a firm can easily control its 
production capacity, it can reduce or increase its output quickly to deal with unexpected 
changes in demand (Moon et al. 2012).  
Backlogging, as the last flexibility option in this dimension, refers to the ability to change 
the delivery date at a certain penalty cost (Sabri and Beamon 2000). This flexibility is 
also known as lead-time flexibility and this option provides a manufacturing firm to 
deliver the manufactured products to the demand point at a later period of time.  
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 Distribution/logistics flexibility 
Distribution/logistics flexibility at the tactical planning level can be addressed through 
transportation and storage flexibility options.  
Flexibility options in transport may include the use of multiple modes of transportation, 
multiple carriers or logistics providers, and multiple transport routes to avoid long delays 
due to local bottlenecks, such as traffic jams. Finished products can be transported from 
the plants to the customers either directly or indirectly through a set of distribution 
centres that refers to multi-route transportation option. To mitigate the negative impact of 
interruptions on SC operations many companies have considered the use of alternative 
routes and transportation modes to deliver their products to their customers (Sodhi and 
Tang 2012). Transport companies may offer different transport modes at each route with 
varying shipment cost per unit.  
Single or multiple logistics providers can be hired for the distribution of finished products 
from the manufacturers to the customers that refers to multi-carrier transportation option. 
The use of various carriers or transport companies to carry out transportation tasks can 
reduce the risk of delivery interruption and improve the delivery requirements and 
accordingly enhance the overall customer service level (Moon et al. 2012). 
Another approach to enhance the flexibility of a distribution network at the tactical level 
is to store extra inventory at rental warehouses that can be utilised against economies of 
scale in transport, quantity discount in purchasing, or a manufacturing boom in a certain 
period. Warehousing flexibility addresses the ability of a system to deal with variable 
levels of inventory (Baker 2006; Gosling et al. 2010).  
 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE  
This research aims to first develop a mathematical model for SC planning to which the 
flexibility options, illustrated in Figure 1.2, are incorporated. The model aims to minimise the 
overall cost of the SC.  In addition, the other objective of this study is to evaluate how the 
adjustment of two important flexibility options including sourcing decision, which is the use 
of single versus multiple suppliers, and multi-carrier transport, which is the use of single 
versus multiple transport carriers, in individual and integrated forms can influence the overall 
SC performance.  
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The target of the current study is tactical SC planning in a three-echelon SC. The proposed 
model integrates key activities including procurement, production and distribution to which 
multiple flexibility options shown in the three-dimensional flexibility framework are 
incorporated. Figure 1.3 shows the structure of the SC targeted in this research.  
 
Figure 1.3. The structure of the concerned SC 
As shown in Figure 1.3, multiple manufacturing plants acquire their required materials or 
parts from a number of suppliers or vendors and produce a number of finished products. The 
finished products are then sent to the retailers either directly from the manufacturing plants or 
through some distribution centres to satisfy the demand for the finished products at the 
customer zones. Therefore, the concerned three-echelon SC as follows: 
 Suppliers (to supply raw materials or components to the manufacturing plants), 
 Manufacturers (to produce finished products), 
 Distribution centres (to store the finished products prior to the shipment to the 
retailers), and 
 Retailers (where the finished products are in demand). 
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The planning problem studied in this research is performed at a medium-term planning 
period. Planning horizon may vary from one industry to another. In this study, the planning 
horizon is assumed to be one year. The planning horizon can be divided into shorter time 
intervals, referred as time periods, which can be weeks, fortnights or months. In this study, the 
planning horizon is divided into twelve time periods or months. This is important to note that 
in a planning horizon it is possible to consider an updating strategy which updates planning 
based on the obtained data from last periods. This can be done once demand data from past 
periods become available. The acquisition of data can then help updating demand forecast for 
the next time periods. The concerned planning problem is limited to the issues listed below: 
 As the model developed in this study aims to optimise the SC operations at the tactical 
level, the design and configuration of the network which are normally addressed in 
strategic decision making level are out of the scope of this research. When planning at 
tactical level, it is usually assumed that the SC configuration is given or is known 
(Alonso-Ayuso et al. 2003; Peidro et al. 2009; Torabi and Hassini 2009). This includes 
the number and location of the suppliers, plants and distribution centres. These data 
are known and fixed. The maximum capacity of production, storage and transportation 
are also known.     
 Supplier selection at the strategic level is not within the scope of this research. This 
study does not concern the assessment criteria which may be used for supplier 
selection at the strategic level. Thus, the number of suppliers, their locations and their 
capacities are known.  
 Demand is assumed to be deterministic for all the products. However, demand is not 
varied and is non-constant over the planning horizon.  
 The management of defective items or the items which need rework are out of the 
scope of this research. 
The following four SC flexibility scenarios are developed for the purpose of model analysis 
and evaluation of the impacts of adjusting flexibility on the overall performance of the SC: 
 Scenario 1: this scenario incorporates all the flexibility options except ―sourcing 
decisions‖ and ―multi-carrier transport‖. This scenario is respected as the base 
scenario. 
 Scenario 2: in this scenario ―sourcing decision‖, as one of the important flexibility 
option, is introduced to the base scenario. 
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 Scenario 3: this scenario incorporates ―multi-carriers transport‖ flexibility to the base 
scenario. 
 Scenario 4: in this scenario, the two flexibility options including ―sourcing decision‖ 
and ―multi-carriers transport‖ are incorporated to the base scenario. Therefore, all the 
flexibility options introduced in Figure 1.2 are incorporated into the planning task in 
this scenario. 
The model will then be solved for each of four scenarios and the best solutions for these 
scenarios will be obtained. To compare the performance of the model for each scenario, the 
overall cost of the SC and the customer service level are used as the two important SC 
performance indicators.  
The overall cost of the SC includes cost elements associated with major activities within the 
SC including procurement, production and distribution and therefore this is an important 
indicator of the performance of the SC. Customer service level which can be represented by 
backlogging cost is another important performance measure which will be used to evaluate 
the performance of a SC. To solve the proposed mathematical model and find solutions for 
each scenario a novel solution approach based on the so-called Cross-Entropy (CE) method is 
used.  
 
1.4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS RESEARCH  
A SC plan needs to be responsive to the dynamic nature of the market and uncertainties. 
Business entities involved in a SC have a highly complex and dynamic relationship with each 
other creating a significant level of uncertainty in SC planning (Peidro et al. 2009). An 
effective approach to cope with the uncertainties is to include effective flexibility options 
while planning for a SC.  
This is an established fact that incorporating effective flexibility measures to SC planning can 
improve the responsiveness of a business and rectify most SC uncertainty issues (Das 2011). 
A SC with multiple flexibility options has the opportunity to deal with ever-changing business 
environment  (Moon et al. 2012). The significance of this research is therefore to improve the 
profitability and responsiveness and to highlight the impacts of adjusting flexibility on the 
overall performance of SCs. 
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Profitability 
Reducing the overall cost of operations is an important concern for organisations, from 
service to manufacturing industries. In the context of SC management, reducing the overall 
cost of the system is a primary goal as the profit obtained by an enterprise is highly affected 
by the overall cost of its operations. Optimising the performance of the SC is crucial for the 
companies which constantly evaluate the areas where they can decrease costs and enhance 
their profit margins while maintaining customer satisfaction (Koo et al. 2008). Over the last 
decade, the importance of cost saving that can be obtained through better planning and 
management of complex SCs has been recognised by manufacturing and service industries 
(Koo et al. 2008). A number of the past cases which could successfully reduce their total cost 
through optimising their associated SC operations are shown in Table 1.1.  
Table 1.1 Optimisation of SC in some past cases (Alloquor-Consulting 2012; Bruss 2005; 
Fahimnia et al. 2011; GRA 2005); 
Industry  Savings achieved by SC optimisation  
Nissan (North America)  Achieving 5-10% cost reduction thought the 
enhancement of import/export and domestic 
operations  
Warner Bros  SC cost saving of 1.6$ through improving SC 
planning 
SnapFresh (Qantas subsidiary)  Cutting SC cost by 15% for distribution of 
one million meals per month 
PSP (Motorcycle component manufacturer) SC cost reduction of approximately10% 
through the improvement of production-
distribution plan 
Advocate Health Care  Cost reduction of $30M per 18 month  
ATEN Technologies  The annual saving of $750K through 
improving SC management policies 
Alpine Electronics Cost reduction of about 13% through 
improving logistics operations 
 
SC planning seeks for reducing the major operating cost elements within SC including costs 
associated with procurement, production and distribution which can be illustrated as below: 
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 Procurement costs: the acquisition cost of raw materials or components from 
suppliers. Depending on the business case, this cost element may include the 
transportation cost of the materials from the suppliers to the manufacturing plants. 
Procurement cost also encompasses the ordering cost and administrative cost. Thus, 
the procurement cost is the sum of all the above cost components. 
 Production costs: this category addresses costs including the fixed and variable costs 
of production. Fixed costs is associated with the cost of opening and operating 
manufacturing plants while variable costs are related to the cost of producing finished 
products in manufacturing plants. The variable cost of production includes the cost of 
production in regular-time and overtime, the cost of storing raw materials and finished 
products in manufacturing plants. The backlogging cost or the penalty incurred for not 
meeting the demand is also included in this cost category. 
 Distribution costs: distribution costs refer to the costs incurred in distributing the 
finished products from manufacturing plants to the customers. This includes the 
inventory costs of finished products in distribution centres and the transportation costs. 
The inventory costs include the fixed costs of opening and operating the distribution 
centres and the variable costs of holding finished products in distribution centres. The 
transportation costs encompass the shipment costs of finished product from 
manufacturing plants to the distribution centres and to the customers or retailers as 
well as the cost of direct shipment of finished products from manufacturing plants to 
the customers.  
When coordinating the main functions of SCs such as procurement, production and 
distribution, the total cost of the system encompasses the sum of the costs elements illustrated 
above. By such an integration, the overall cost of the system is viewed, not any of the cost 
elements individually.      
 
Improving responsiveness and evaluating the impacts of flexibility adjustment  
There is an agreement in the literature that a flexible SC needs to incorporate multiple 
flexibility options in key SC activities including procurement/sourcing, manufacturing, 
distribution/logistics (Merschmann and Thonemann 2011; Vickery et al. 1999). Flexibility 
becomes relevant provided that the entire SC is taken into consideration (Garavelli 2003). 
However, many companies focusing on reducing the price of their product sacrifice their 
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flexibility which can result in not being able to satisfy new potential demands for their 
products (Ekşioğlu et al. 2006). Therefore, incorporating multiple flexibility options is vital 
for companies willing to keep up with potential increase in demand.  
At the planning level, a flexible SC is able to respond more quickly to various interruptions in 
supply and demand as well as changes in other environmental parameters such as lead-time, 
exchange rate, and capacity limits (Merschmann and Thonemann 2011; Stevenson and Spring 
2007). SC flexibility has a broad process view that incorporates the flexibility of core 
processes including procurement/sourcing, manufacturing, transportation, and warehousing 
(Merschmann and Thonemann 2011; Vickery et al. 1999). Research in the context of SC 
flexibility has evolved over the past decade from infancy to theoretical and conceptual 
development to modelling efforts and empirical exploratory studies (Beamon 1999; Sawhney 
2006; Stevenson and Spring 2007).  
Some of the indented flexibility options in Figure 1.2 have been incorporated to modelling 
efforts in the past studies. However, most of these studies only consider flexibility in one or 
two dimensions and no study has considered all the identified flexibility options. Therefore, 
the current research will address this gap by developing a tactical SC model with multiple 
flexibility options.  
In addition, from a practical perspective, one approach to adjust the flexibility of an existing 
SC is to develop and analyse a SC planning model with flexibility options incorporated to it. 
As this study evaluates the impacts of adjusting flexibility at the tactical level, it can provide 
insight for decision-makers that how the SC performance is influenced through this 
adjustment.  
 
1.5 THESIS OUTLINE  
Following, shows the outline of the remaining chapters: 
Chapter 2: Literature review and research methodology 
The review of the literature and the research methodology is presented in Chapter 2. The 
literature is categorised into different categories based of some classification criteria. The gap 
in the current literature is identified and the problem to be studied in this research is 
addressed. The research methodology concludes this chapter. 
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Chapter 3: Mathematical modelling and solution method 
In this chapter, the developed mathematical model is presented. First, the problem is 
illustrated followed by assumptions made for developing the model. Then, different elements 
of the model including indices, parameters, variables and constraints are addressed. A novel 
approach which utilises a modified CE method is then explained to be used for the 
optimisation of the developed model.  
Chapter 4: Industrial application and case study 
In this chapter, data from a real world case study is used to validate the developed 
mathematical model and solution approach. The results obtained from the case study are 
presented and analysed. By analysing the obtained results some managerial implications are 
concluded in this chapter.     
Chapter 5: Conclusions and directions for further research 
In this chapter, the outcomes of this research are summarised and the contribution of the study 
is discussed. Finally, suggestions for further work in this area of research conclude this 
chapter. 
 
1.6 SUMMARY  
In this chapter, the research background on SC modelling and optimisation and the concept of 
SC flexibility were discussed. A three-dimensional flexibility framework was established to 
quantify a number of flexibility options. By incorporating the identified flexibility options, 
this research aims to develop a complex mathematical model for tactical SC model which 
extends the past published models. It also evaluates the impacts of adjusting flexibility on the 
overall performance of the SC using a scenario-based approach.  
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  CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
This chapter reviews past research studies closely related to this research. The literature is 
classified based on three different criteria including: (1) flexibility options incorporated, (2) 
solution approaches used for solving the developed models, and (3) practical applications of 
the proposed models.  
2.2 LITERATURE CLASSIFICATION  
The methodology used for classifying the literature is based on the review strategy suggested 
by (Seuring and Müller 2008). Once the appropriate search terms are identified, the related 
articles are collected from the database and stored using the Endnote bibliography software. 
Keywords in the review included different combinations of ―Supply Chain‖, ―Procurement‖, 
―Production‖, ―Manufacturing‖, ―Distribution‖, ―Logistics‖ ―Model‖, ―Planning‖, and 
―Optimisation‖.  
 
2.3 CLASSIFICATION BASED ON INCORPORATING FLEXIBILITY OPTIONS 
One classification of the published models can be made based on the SC flexibility options 
incorporated, as shown in the proposed three-dimensional framework represented in Figure 
1.2. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the structure used for classifying the literature. Past studies were 
reviewed to determine whether the study explicitly covered one of the dimensions listed. 
Those models which have not considered any of flexibility options in the three-dimensional 
framework are therefore out of the scope of this review. Although the focus of some studies 
may not be explicitly on SC flexibility, the reviewed works have incorporated inherent 
flexibility options to the developed models. It was observed that in many cases, published 
models included flexibility options in more than one flexibility dimension. 
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Figure 2.1. The structure used for classifying the literature 
Tables 2.1 to 2.3 demonstrate the published models which have incorporated flexibility in 
supply, manufacturing and distribution/logistics dimensions, respectively. As can be observed 
from Table 2.1, in supply flexibility dimension, sourcing decision flexibility option which is 
the use of multiple suppliers for raw material or parts has received more attention compared to 
make and/or buy flexibility option. Manufacturing flexibility dimension, shown in Table 2.2, 
has received the highest attention among the three SC flexibility dimensions. In this 
dimension, almost all the published models have taken into account process flexibility in 
flexible manufacturing systems; that is manufacturing of multiple product types at each plant. 
Distribution/logistics flexibility has received the least attention among the three SC flexibility 
dimensions, as shown in Table 2.3. Multi-route transport option has received some attention, 
while fewer studies in recent years have tried incorporating multi-modal transport, multi-
carrier transport models and storage capacity expansion options.  
This shows significant opportunities for more research in SC distribution flexibility 
dimension (external to the organisation). Modelling multi-modal transport, in addition to 
capacity flexibility, have significant opportunity for expansion.  
 
 
Past studies 
Supply 
Manufacturing  
Distribution/logistics 
Multiple dimensions 
Dimensions Flexibility options 
Single dimensions 
Modelling and 
solution approach 
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Table 2.1 Models with supply flexibility 
Supply flexibility 
Make and/or buy Sourcing decision  
Chen and Wang (1997) 
Jolayemi and Olorunniwo (2004) 
Oh and Karimi (2006) 
Chern and Hsieh (2007) 
Liang (2008)  
Ouhimmou et al. (2008) 
Liang and Cheng (2009) 
Liang (2011)  
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. (2011)  
Alemany et al. (2010)  
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Fahimnia et al. (2011)  
Varthanan et al. (2012b) 
Varthanan et al. (2012a) 
 
Chen and Wang (1997) 
Dogan and Goetschalckx (1999 
Jayaraman and Pirkul (2001)  
Jang et al. (2002) 
Alonso-Ayuso et al. (2003) 
Gen and Syarif (2005) 
Lim et al. (2006) 
Lejeune (2006)  
Yılmaz and Çatay (2006) 
Oh and Karimi (2006) 
Gunnarsson et al. (2007) 
Meijboom and Obel (2007) 
Lejeune and Ruszczyński (2007) 
Chern and Hsieh (2007) 
Tsai (2007) 
Genin et al. (2008)  
Gunnarsson and Rönnqvist (2008) 
Ouhimmou et al. (2008) 
Peidro et al. (2009) 
Torabi and Hassini (2009) 
Che and Chiang (2010) 
Alemany et al. (2010) 
Peidro et al. (2010) 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. (2011) 
Pal et al. (2011) 
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Bashiri et al. (2012) 
Che (2012) 
Nikolopoulou and Ierapetritou (2012) 
 
Another issue with the lack of tactical planning is the possibility that many of the 
organisations that provide these external services may consider some of these tactical 
dimensions to be their strategic dimensions.  
It was also observed that a number of publications may be grouped into multiple categories 
based on the established general three-dimensional framework shown in Figure 1.2. This 
multidimensionality of modeling is an important issue. It is widely acknowledged that being 
flexible in one SC function does not guarantee an equivalent impact on the (Stevenson and 
Spring 2007) overall SC flexibility and hence the flexibility-related decisions need to consider 
the availability of flexibility options in other SC processes (Gong 2008; Stevenson and Spring 
2007; Swafford et al. 2006). 
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Table 2.2 Models with manufacturing flexibility 
Manufacturing flexibility 
Process flexibility  Poduction capacity expansion Backlogging   
McDonald and Karimi (1997)  
Chen and Wang (1997)  
Mohamed (1999) 
Dogan and Goetschalckx (1999) 
Gupta and Maranas (2000) 
Dhaenens-Flipo and Finke (2001) 
Sakawa et al. (2001) 
Jang et al. (2002)  
Chen et al. (2003) 
Gupta and Maranas (2003)  
Jackson and Grossmann (2003) 
Alonso-Ayuso et al. (2003)  
Mohamed and Youseff (2004) 
Souza et al. (2004) 
Lababidi et al. (2004)  
Torabi and Hassini (2009)  
Jolayemi and Olorunniwo (2004) 
Park (2005) 
Gen and Syarif (2005)  
Lim et al. (2006) 
Lei et al. (2006) 
Lejeune (2006) 
Yılmaz and Çatay (2006)  
Ekşioğlu et al. (2006) 
Oh and Karimi (2006) 
Chern and Hsieh (2007)  
Ekşioğlu et al. (2007)  
Aliev et al. (2007) 
Kanyalkar and Adil (2007) 
Meijboom and Obel (2007)  
Roghanian et al. (2007)  
Gunnarsson et al. (2007)  
Lejeune and Ruszczyński (2007) 
Liang (2008) 
Gunnarsson and Rönnqvist (2008) 
Selim et al. (2008) 
Aydinel et al. (2008) 
Genin et al. (2008) 
Ouhimmou et al. (2008)  
Liang and Cheng (2009)  
Peidro et al. (2009) 
Bilgen (2010) 
Alemany et al. (2010) 
Peidro et al. (2010) 
Che and Chiang (2010) 
Kanyalkar and Gajendra (2010) 
Safaei et al. (2010) 
Terrazas-Moreno and Grossmann (2011) 
Armentano et al. (2011) 
Torabi and Moghaddam (2011) 
Calvete et al. (2011) 
Jayaraman and Pirkul (2001) 
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. (2011) 
Liang (2011) 
Nikolopoulou and Ierapetritou (2012) 
Che (2012) 
Liu and Papageorgiou (2012) 
Bashiri et al. (2012) 
Varthanan et al. (2012a) 
Varthanan et al. (2012b) 
Fahimnia et al. (2011)  
Kopanos et al. (2012) 
Raa et al. (2013)  
Mohamed (1999) 
Chen et al. (2003) 
Alonso-Ayuso et al. (2003) 
Mohamed and Youseff (2004) 
Yılmaz and Çatay (2006) 
Genin et al. (2008) 
Selim et al. (2008) 
Peidro et al. (2009) 
Peidro et al. (2010) 
Torabi and Moghaddam (2011) 
Liang (2011) 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. (2011) 
Liu and Papageorgiou (2012) 
Varthanan et al. (2012a) 
Varthanan et al. (2012b) 
Bashiri et al. (2012) 
McDonald and Karimi (1997) 
Gupta and Maranas (2000) 
Lee and Kim (2002) 
Lee et al. (2002) 
Gupta and Maranas (2003) 
Lababidi et al. (2004) 
Park (2005) 
Chern and Hsieh (2007) 
Genin et al. (2008)  
Liang (2008) 
Peidro et al. (2009)  
Alemany et al. (2010) 
Peidro et al. (2010) 
Fahimnia et al. (2011)  
Liang (2011) 
Mirzapour Al-e hashem et al. 
(2011) 
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Torabi and Moghaddam (2011) 
Varthanan et al. (2012a) 
Varthanan et al. (2012b) 
Nikolopoulou and Ierapetritou 
(2012) 
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In fact, it could be detrimental to organisations investing in flexibility of some functions 
without proper consideration of its impacts on the other SC processes and the overall SC 
flexibility (Sawhney 2006). Based upon this viewpoint, a classification of the modeling 
efforts concerning the integration of SC flexibility options in single or multiple SC 
dimensions is demonstrated in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.  
Table 2.3 Models with distribution/logistics flexibility 
Distribution/logistics flexibility 
Multi-modal 
transport 
Multi-carrier 
transport 
Multi-route 
transport 
Tactical storage 
capacity 
expansion 
Chen et al. (2003)  
Lei et al. (2006) 
Lejeune (2006) 
Gunnarsson et al. (2007) 
Selim et al. (2008) 
Gunnarsson and 
Rönnqvist (2008) 
Aydinel et al. (2008) 
Lei et al. (2006) 
Yılmaz and Çatay 
(2006) 
Lejeune and 
Ruszczyński (2007)  
Gunnarsson et al. 
(2007)  
Ouhimmou et al. 
(2008) Gunnarsson 
and Rönnqvist (2008)  
Aydinel et al. (2008)                             
Kopanos et al. (2012) 
Sakawa et al. (2001) 
Lee et al. (2002) Lee 
and Kim (2002) 
Lababidi et al. (2004)  
Lei et al. (2006) 
Lejeune and 
Ruszczyński (2007)  
Gunnarsson et al. 
(2007)  
Gunnarsson and 
Rönnqvist (2008) 
Aydinel et al. (2008) 
Safaei et al. (2010) 
Bilgen (2010) 
Armentano et al. 
(2011)  
Calvete et al. (2011) 
Fahimnia et al. (2011) 
Jolayemi and 
Olorunniwo 
(2004) 
Bashiri et al. 
(2012) 
 
Models incorporating flexibility in a sole dimension are listed in Table 2.4. This table shows 
that only a small portion of the reviewed works have considered flexibility in one dimension 
and more research works have incorporated flexibility in more than one dimension.   
Valuable models have been proposed in past studies to which flexibility in different 
dimensions were incorporated. Most of these studies were conducted after 2004, which 
indicates that much of this research is in its relative infancy. An important observation is that 
manufacturing flexibility dimension has been considered in all the reviewed papers.   
Flexibility modeling in supply and distribution dimensions has received relatively limited 
attention. Flexibility was initially introduced in manufacturing and later introduced in SC 
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functions over the years. For example, in the early to mid-1980‘s there was a significant 
growth in the study of advanced, flexible manufacturing systems (Narain et al. 2000).  
With a rapidly increasing rate of global sourcing and the growing significance of the 
procurement function (Benton 2010; Burke et al. 2007), the integration of manufacturing 
flexibility and sourcing flexibility has continued to rapidly evolve. This increased focus 
makes the integration of tactical flexibility research even more attractive. 
Table 2.4 Studies with single-dimension flexibility option 
Single-dimension flexibility 
McDonald and Karimi (1997)  
Mohamed (1999) 
Gupta and Maranas (2000)  
Dhaenens-Flipo and Finke (2001) 
Jackson and Grossmann (2003) 
Gupta and Maranas (2003) 
Souza et al. (2004) 
Mohamed and Youseff (2004) 
Park (2005) 
Ekşioğlu et al. (2006) 
Kanyalkar and Adil (2007) 
Aliev et al. (2007) 
Ekşioğlu et al. (2007) 
Roghanian et al. (2007) 
Kanyalkar and Gajendra (2010) 
Torabi and Moghaddam (2011) 
Terrazas-Moreno and Grossmann (2011) 
Liu and Papageorgiou (2012) 
 
Manufacturing and distribution flexibility integration modelling has a longer history than 
other integrative approaches. Whereas, SC planning models, in particular after 2006, tend to 
consider the integration of SC flexibility-related decisions along the three SC dimensions, 
which includes sourcing, manufacturing and distribution dimensions. These observations all 
point to greater focus and need for research on the flexibility of non-manufacturing and 
broadly integrative tactical SC flexibility analytical modelling.  
As can be observed from Table 2.5, a limited number of published models have taken into 
account flexibility options in all of the three dimensions of SC flexibility; that includes 
sourcing flexibility, manufacturing flexibility and distribution/logistics flexibility.  
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2.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE PUBLISHED WORKS 
In this section, a brief explanation for the published models is illustrated, starting from the 
studies incorporating single-dimension flexibility to those incorporating flexibility in 
multiple-dimensions. 
 
2.4.1 Single-dimension flexibility studies 
As shown in Table 2.4, a number of past studies have incorporated flexibility in only one of 
the dimensions shown in the three-dimensional flexibility framework in Figure 1.2. These 
studies only incorporated flexibility in manufacturing dimension and have disregarded supply 
and distribution/logistics dimension. This section provides a brief description of these models.  
McDonald and Karimi (1997) developed a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model 
for global production and shipment planning in chemical industry considering multiple 
periods, multiple commodities and multiple facilities which are distributed in different 
geographical locations. The objective of the model was to maximise the profit and to cope 
with demand fluctuations, keeping safety stock was accommodated into the model.  
An integrated production and distribution model for a multinational company was developed 
incorporating varying inflation and exchange rates (Mohamed 1999). In this study, multiple 
decisions were considered including decisions relating to the allocation of facilities to 
production of the products, the markets served by these facilities as well as when to open, 
retain and close the facilities.  
An integrated production-distribution problem for a multi-facility, multi-product and multi-
period production system was studied in Dhaenens-Flipo and Finke (2001). Several 
production lines with lengthy setup times and several distribution points were considered. The 
problem was modelled in the form of a network flow problem and the complete model was 
formulated as a MILP. The problem was solved for both a single period and a multi-period 
state to minimise the overall cost of the system. 
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Table 2.5 Studies with multiple dimension flexibility options 
Multi-dimension flexibility 
Supply and Manufacturing 
Manufacturing and 
Distribution 
Supply, Manufacturing and 
Distribution 
Chen and Wang (1997) 
Dogan and Goetschalckx 
(1999) 
Jayaraman and Pirkul (2001) 
Jang et al. (2002) 
Alonso-Ayuso et al. (2003) 
Gen and Syarif (2005) 
Oh and Karimi (2006) 
Lim et al. (2006) 
Chern and Hsieh (2007) 
Tsai (2007) 
Meijboom and Obel (2007) 
Genin et al. (2008) 
Liang (2008) 
Peidro et al. (2009) 
Torabi and Hassini (2009) 
Liang and Cheng (2009) 
Peidro et al. (2010) 
Che and Chiang (2010) 
Alemany et al. (2010) 
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. 
(2011) 
Liang (2011) 
Pal et al. (2011) 
Che (2012) 
Varthanan et al. (2012a) 
Nikolopoulou and 
Ierapetritou (2012) 
Varthanan et al. (2012b) 
Raa et al. (2013) 
Sakawa et al. (2001) 
Lee et al. (2002) 
Lee and Kim (2002) 
Chen et al. (2003) 
Lababidi et al. (2004) 
Lei et al. (2006) 
Selim et al. (2008) 
Aydinel et al. (2008) 
Bilgen (2010) 
Safaei et al. (2010) 
Armentano et al. (2011) 
Calvete et al. (2011) 
Kopanos et al. (2012) 
 
Jolayemi and Olorunniwo 
(2004) 
Lejeune (2006) 
Yılmaz and Çatay (2006) 
Lejeune and Ruszczyński 
(2007) 
Gunnarsson et al. (2007) 
Ouhimmou et al. (2008) 
Gunnarsson and Rönnqvist 
(2008) 
Fahimnia et al. (2011) 
Bashiri et al. (2012) 
 
 
Jackson and Grossmann (2003) developed a nonlinear programming model for a multi-period 
and multi-product production and distribution planning in a SC that consists of several 
continuous plants which are located in different sites to supply to several global markets. The 
objective of the model was to maximise the profit of the entire network. Two solution 
approaches based on Lagrangean decomposition were proposed to tackle the problem: spatial 
and temporal decomposition techniques. 
Souza et al. (2004) studied Toshiba‘s notebook global SC which consists of several 
subassembly plants, multiple final assembly and testing plants, and multiple sales 
subsidiaries. A sourcing-production-distribution MILP model was developed accompanying 
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path variables into the model to investigate the optimal response of Toshiba to the offered 
discount where the objective function of the model maximised the profit.  
An integrated production planning, distribution and investment model was developed for a 
multinational company (Mohamed and Youseff 2004). The objective was to maximise the 
future worth of profit considering exchange rates and interest rates. A scenario was 
considered in this work, a given multinational with facilities in the USA and India. It was 
shown that exchange rate and initial capacity level have evident impact on production, 
distribution and investment decisions. 
A multi-plant, multi-retailer, multi-item, and multi-period production-distribution planning 
problem was studied by Park (2005) with the purpose of net profit maximisation. He proposes 
a MILP model and a heuristics to cope with both integrated and decoupled planning to 
investigate the effectiveness of the integrated approach compared to the decoupled one using 
extensive computational study. The proposed heuristic included two phases. The first phase 
addressed provisional planning of production and distribution and then improved in the 
second phase by consolidating small deliveries in full loads in the first planning horizon 
periods.  
Ekşioğlu et al. (2006) proposed an integrated production and transport planning model in a 
two-stage SC environment as a network flow problem considering fixed charge costs. The 
model was reformulated by applying relaxation techniques and it was solved using a primal-
dual based heuristic. The proposed algorithm was found to be able to generate good solutions 
within a reasonable computational time. Ekşioğlu et al. (2007) extended their model as a 
multi-product problem and proposed a Lagrangian decomposition procedure for solving the 
problem. 
Kanyalkar and Adil (2007) developed a monolithic mixed integer linear goal programming 
model for an integrated multi-item, multi-plant procurement, production and distribution 
problem. Weighted and pre-emptive methods were used to heuristically solve the goal 
programming formulation.  
A fuzzy integrated multi-period, multi-product production-distribution aggregate planning 
model was studied by Aliev et al. (2007) considering uncertainty with customer demand and 
production capacity. Fuzzy programming was used for formulating the model and genetic 
algorithm (GA) was applied as the solution approach. To investigate the effectiveness of the 
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proposed model, a more simplified model was used and several computational experiments 
were conducted using data from a general appliance company.  
Roghanian et al. (2007) investigated the application of a probabilistic bi-level linear multi-
objective programming problem in SC planning considering demand, production capacity and 
availability of resource to all plants to be random variables. The objectives were to minimise 
production and distribution costs. Distribution decisions were respected as the higher-level 
decisions or leader whereas production decisions were treated as the lower-level decisions or 
followers. The problem was solved using fuzzy programming approach to find compromised 
solutions.  
A robust optimisation model considering demand uncertainty was developed by Kanyalkar 
and Gajendra (2010) for integrated planning of a multi-site procurement-production-
distribution system. In this study, decisions relating to procurement and production decisions 
were treated as ‗here-and-now‘ and distribution decisions were considered as ―wait-and-see‖ 
decisions in that it was possible to postpone distribution decisions until actual realisation of 
the demand.  
An aggregate production-distribution planning problem in a multiple periods, multiple 
products, multiple manufacturing sites and multiple sales under fuzzy environment was 
modelled by Torabi and Moghaddam (2011) using fuzzy multi-objective MILP. The model 
included two objective functions: maximisation of profit and minimisation of lead time. 
Fuzzy goal programming model with imprecise goal hierarchy were used to solve the 
problem.  
Terrazas-Moreno and Grossmann (2011) developed a MILP model for planning and 
scheduling of market-facing end of a chemical SC. The proposed model integrated tactical 
and operational decisions in a SC considering multiple time-periods, multiple commodities, 
multiple sites and multiple markets to maximise the profit. A bi-level decomposition method 
and a hybrid bi-level Lagrangean decomposition method were used to solve the model. 
Liu and Papageorgiou (2012) developed a multi-objective MILP model to address production, 
distribution and capacity planning of a global SC in the process industry. Three objectives 
including total cost, total flow time and total lost sales were considered. Two methods 
including ε-constraint method and the lexicographic minimax method were used to solve the 
MILP optimisation model. 
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Raa et al. (2013) developed an MILP model for aggregate production-distribution planning 
problem for a plastic injection manufacturing. A two-echelon SC was considered involving 
manufacturing plants, multiple distribution centres and customers. The objective was to 
investigate potential cost benefits which may be obtained by exchanging moulds between 
plants. The model was solved using a metaheuristic as a construction heuristic. The proposed 
metaheuristic starts from an empty solution and adds stock-keeping units at a time. The 
results show that sharing the moulds can yield about 10 per cent cost reduction.       
The above described models only consider flexibility in a sole dimension addressing 
manufacturing dimension. However, it is widely acknowledged that being flexible in one SC 
function does not guarantee an equivalent impact on the (Sodhi and Tang 2012; Stevenson 
and Spring 2007) overall SC flexibility and hence the flexibility-related decisions need to 
consider the availability of flexibility options in other SC processes (Gong 2008; Stevenson 
and Spring 2007; Swafford et al. 2006). Thus, these studies have overlooked the integration of 
other flexibility dimensions and their associated options in the developed models.  
 
2.4.2 Studies incorporating flexibility in two dimensions  
This sub-section provides a description of past studies which have taken into account two of 
the flexibility dimensions outlined in Figure 1.2. These studies either considered the 
integration of supply and manufacturing flexibility dimensions or the integration of 
manufacturing and distribution dimensions.    
  
Models integrating supply and manufacturing flexibility dimensions  
A brief description is provided for the studies which have considered flexibility in supply and 
manufacturing dimensions. These studies have incorporated different flexibility options 
related to supply and manufacturing dimensions shown in Figure 1.2 and do not take into 
account flexibility in the distribution dimension.    
Chen  and Wang (1997) proposed a Linear Programming (LP) model to maximise the total 
net profit of an integrated purchasing, production and distribution planning problem for a steel 
manufacturing company. Although this study incorporates the two flexibility options in 
supply dimension, it only considers process flexibility in manufacturing dimension and 
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disregards the production capacity expansion and backlogging options. A linear solver 
package was used to solve the problem and the computational results indicated that the 
integrated planning methodology has the potential to provide significant financial benefits.  
Dogan and Goetschalckx (1999) developed an MILP model for designing and planning of a 
multi-period production-distribution planning problem in a SC consisting of multiple 
suppliers, manufacturing plants, distribution centres and customers. The objective function of 
the model minimises the total cost encompassing costs associated with raw material supply, 
production, inventory holding and shipment. A primal (Benders) decomposition approach 
combined along with acceleration techniques was proposed to solve the model. This study, 
however, only included make-and-buy decision and process flexibility option in supply and 
manufacturing dimensions, respectively and did not take into account the other flexibility 
options.      
Jang et al. (2002) proposed a management system for designing and planning of the entire SC 
network. The proposed system included four different modules: SC design module, 
production and distribution planning module which covered from raw material suppliers to 
customers, a model management module and a data processing module. The study only 
incorporates make-and-buy decision and process flexibility options and does not include the 
other flexibility options in the three-dimensional framework. MILP was used for modelling 
and the objective function in both modules was to minimise the total cost of the system. A 
heuristic based on Lagrangian relaxation and GA was used to solve the problems.  
Alonso-Ayuso et al. (2003) developed a model for SC planning in a multi-period problem 
incorporating uncertain parameters including demand and price, the cost of raw material, and 
the cost of production. To the proposed model, sourcing decision, production capacity 
expansion and process flexibility options were incorporated. However, the other flexibility 
options in supply and manufacturing dimensions were disregarded. To solve the model, a 
Branch and Fix Coordination algorithm was proposed and computational testings showed the 
promising performance of the proposed approach.  
Gen and Syarif (2005) developed a MILP model for a multi-period production-distribution 
problem in which multiple products are produced in multiple plants and are shipped to 
multiple customers. The model aimed to minimise the total cost which is the sum of costs 
associated with production, inventory and shipment. Sourcing decision and process flexibility 
options were incorporated into the model while the other options were disregarded. To solve 
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the problem, the so-called spanning tree-based GA was used. Further, to improve the 
efficiency of the solution approach the spanning tree-based GA was then hybridised with the 
fuzzy logic controller concept to improve.  
Oh and Karimi (2006) developed a multi-period and multi-product MILP model to address 
production-distribution planning decisions of a multinational corporation in the chemical 
industry. The study incorporated into the model regulations in multinational enterprises such 
as firm taxes, import duties and duty drawback which is related to the advantages obtained 
through the refund of such taxes. The objective of the model was to maximise the overall 
after-tax profit and CPLEX solver was used to solve the problem. The two flexibility options 
in supply dimension were incorporated in this model. However, in manufacturing dimension, 
except the process flexibility option, the other options were not taken into account in this 
study.   
An MILP was developed by Lim et al. (2006) to simultaneously solve the production-
distribution planning problem with a bill of material. The study demonstrates a mathematical 
model to determine decisions regarding the capacity of facilities which was solved using a 
linear solver, and also a simulation model to determine the production-distribution plan by 
considering four different replenishment policies including build-to-order, build-to-plan, 
continuous and periodic. They only incorporated sourcing decision and process flexibility 
options to the proposed model and the other flexibility options were overlooked.  
Moreover, Chern and Hsieh (2007) developed a multi-objective LP model for master planning 
problems in a SC with multiple products. Three objective functions were considered to (1) 
minimise the cost associated with delay penalties, (2) minimise the outsourcing capacity 
usage, and (3) minimise the overall cost. Two process types were used to optimise multiple 
objective functions: weighting approach, and multi-phase approach and a greedy algorithm 
was proposed to solve the models. To the proposed model the production capacity expansion 
option as well as flexibility options related to the distribution dimension were not 
incorporated. 
Tsai (2007) proposed a SC management model being capable of treating different quantity 
discount functions simultaneously. These functions included linear, single breakpoint, step 
and multiple breakpoint function. The concerned SC involved multiple manufacturing plants 
capable of producing multiple products, multiple warehouses and multiple distribution 
centres.  A mixed integer nonlinear programming model (MINLP) was developed to minimise 
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the total cost composed of procurement cost, shipment cost and inventory holding cost. The 
study only incorporated sourcing decision and process flexibility options and did not take into 
account other options including those related to distribution flexibility dimension. Using 
linearisation techniques the proposed model was transformed into an approximated linear 
model and was solved using a linear solver.  
Furthermore, an MILP model was developed by Meijboom and Obel (2007) to minimise the 
overall profit for a multi-period and multi-product tactical SC planning of a case of 
internationally operating pharmaceutical company. The SC structure contained multiple 
suppliers, two plants in different countries and multiple markets distributed in various 
countries. Transfer price was accommodated as a feature of this model. In addition, two 
different coordination procedures including traditional budgeting and transfer price versus 
two different organisational structures as M-form and U-form resulting in four alternatives 
were evaluated through numerical experiments using simulation. In this model, only sourcing 
decision and process flexibility options were considered and the other options were 
overlooked.   
Additionally, Genin et al. (2008) developed an LP model for tactical SC planning in a three-
echelon SC consisting of multiple suppliers producing multiple components, multiple plants 
to produce finished products and multiple warehouses with limited storage capacity. All the 
three flexibility options in manufacturing dimension were incorporated to the proposed 
model. However, it only considers sourcing decision option in supply flexibility and 
disregards the other options including those included in distribution flexibility dimension. 
Using the approach introduced by Taguchi (1987), the study investigates the impact of the 
following factors on the tactical planning cost robustness considering demand variability: 
hiring and firing costs, inventory holding costs in warehouses, costs of backordering, and 
costs of overtime in both plants and suppliers.  
Further, a fuzzy multi-objective LP was developed for a multi-product, multi period 
production-distribution planning decision in an uncertain environment (Liang 2008). The 
objectives of the study were to minimise total costs and total delivery time associated with the 
level of inventory, the level of labour availability, machine capacity and forecast demand and 
the capacity of warehouse at each one of the destinations. The study ignored incorporating 
sourcing decision option in the supply dimension and only took into account the process 
flexibility option in the manufacturing dimension. A year later, the proposed fuzzy sets were 
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used to find solutions for integrating manufacturing-distribution planning problems (Liang 
and Cheng 2009).  
Peidro et al. (2009) proposed a tactical SC planning model to solve an integrated 
procurement, production and distribution planning problem in a multi-echelon, multi-product, 
multi-level, and multi-period SC environment. They propose a fuzzy mixed-integer LP model 
to deal with uncertainties associated with supply, demand and processes where uncertain data 
were modelled by triangular fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy mixed-integer LP model was 
transformed into an equivalent auxiliary crisp MILP which was solved by CPLEX. In another 
study, Peidro et al. (2010) considered a multi-period, multi-product, multi-level and multi-
echelon SC and proposed a fuzzy mixed-integer LP model for integrated procurement, 
production and distribution planning. They used trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to model ill-
known data and adopted the approach by Jiménez et al. (2007) in order to transform the fuzzy 
mixed-integer LP model into an equivalent auxiliary crisp linear model which was solved 
using CPLEX solver. Although, expect make and/or buy decision option, the other options in 
the supply and manufacturing dimensions were incorporated to these two models, the 
distribution dimension was entirely overlooked.   
Torabi and Hassini (2009) developed a multi-objective, multi-site production planning model 
in which procurement and distribution plans were integrated for solving a multi-echelon SC 
problem comprising of multiple suppliers, plants and distribution centres. The study only 
incorporates sourcing decision and process flexibility options ignoring the other options 
including those related to distribution flexibility dimension. Four conflicting objective 
functions were simultaneously considered in this study including minimisation of the total 
logistics costs, defective items and late deliveries as well as maximisation of the total value of 
purchasing. For the solution approach fuzzy goal programming was first applied because of 
the fuzzy nature of the objectives. For finding an efficient compromise solution, a novel fuzzy 
approach was subsequently applied for converting the fuzzy programming model into an 
auxiliary crisp formulation.  
A multi-objective mathematical model was developed by Che and Chiang (2010) for build-to-
order SC planning. The concerned SC includes multiple suppliers of parts, multiple stages of 
assembly plants and multiple customers. The study only considered sourcing decision and 
process flexibility options and disregards the other options in the established three-
dimensional flexibility framework. It aimed to determine the procurement decisions and 
transportation decisions considering three objective functions: minimisation of the total cost 
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and delivery-time, and maximisation of the quality of the purchased parts from suppliers.  To 
solve the proposed multi-objective model, a modified version of Pareto GA was used.  
Alemany et al. (2010) developed a centralised replenishment, production and distribution 
model using MILP for multi-period master planning of ceramic tile SCs in order to maximise 
the overall net profit of the system. The study incorporates several factors being of the 
characteristics of the ceramic sector including setup times, minimum lot sizes, minimum run 
length for product families, defects and product quality. CPLEX was used to solve the 
problem. Peidro et al. (2011) also studied a master planning problem for a replenishment-
production-distribution of SCs in the ceramic sector. This study continued the work of 
Alemany et al. (2010) and used fuzzy multiple objectives LP to maximise the total gross 
margin, minimise the quantity of backlogging, and the idle production time. An interactive 
solution approach was proposed to solve the fuzzy multiple objectives LP model. To these 
two models, flexibility options in the supply dimension as well as backlogging and process 
flexibility in manufacturing dimension were incorporated. However, production capacity 
expansion and the entire flexibility options included in the distribution dimension were 
overlooked. 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. (2011) proposed a stochastic robust multi-objective mixed-
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model for a multi-period and multi-product 
aggregate production planning problem in a SC in which cost parameters and demand 
fluctuations were uncertain. The study takes into account features such as the storage 
capacity, the productivity of workers, subcontracting, overtime, and lead time among others. 
The objectives were to minimise the total cost of SC and to maximum shortage of the 
products. The MINLP model was converted into a multi-objective MILP model and LP-
metrics was used to solve the model. This study incorporated all the flexibility options in 
sourcing and manufacturing into the model. However, it disregards all the flexibility options 
in the distribution dimension.   
Liang (2011) modelled a manufacturing/distribution planning decision problem using fuzzy 
linear programming in which objective function of the study was to minimise the total 
production and distribution costs. The study accommodates the time value of money relating 
to operating cost categories into their model by the inclusion of escalating factors in the 
objective function. The problem was solved using LINGO software. In the proposed model, 
sourcing decision flexibility option was not considered and all the options related to 
distribution flexibility dimensions were overlooked.  
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Further, Pal et al. (2011) considered a three-echelon SC integrating procurement, production 
and shipment planning. In this study, supplier order scheduling and production-distribution 
planning were combined in order to minimise the cost operations policy. This work, however, 
does not take into account make and/or buy decision option in the modelling and ignores the 
entire flexibility options related to the distribution dimension. The model was solved using 
two swarm heuristics including enhanced particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and artificial bee 
colony. By varying the number of products, suppliers, retailers and time-periods, they studied 
three different cases including small, medium and large problems and the results showed the 
superior performance of artificial bee colony.  
In addition, Che (2012) developed an optimisation mathematical model by integrating cost 
and time criteria in planning of a multi-product and multi-echelon unbalanced SC problem in 
which defective items may be manufactured during production stages. The study takes 
supplier selection into account and also incorporates production loss, shipment loss, quantity 
discount, production capacity and starting-operation quantity into the proposed model. 
However, it only incorporates sourcing decision and process flexibility options in the model 
and disregards the other flexibility options in the established three-dimensional framework. 
To solve the developed model, a heuristic method was proposed based on PSO.  
Varthanan et al. (2012a) developed an MILP model for a multi-period and multi-product 
production-distribution planning considering stochastic demand scenarios in a SC to minimise 
the SC‘s total cost. A simulation based heuristic discrete PSO was proposed to solve the 
problem. The proposed modified PSO utilised a regeneration method for constraints handling. 
The model was first solved using LINGO solver and the discrete PSO algorithm for a 
deterministic demand scenario by applying data from a bearing manufacturing company and 
two other hypothetical sets of data.  
Moreover, an MILP was developed by Varthanan et al. (2012b) for a multi-objective 
aggregate production-distribution planning problem in. Three objective functions were 
considered to minimise the total cost, reduce the change related to labour level, and minimise 
the underutilisation. The study assumed two different scenarios for demand including 
deterministic and stochastic demand patterns. For the deterministic demand scenario, the 
problem was solved using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) combined with discrete PSO 
algorithm and the results were compared to those obtained by AHP-binary coded GA. The 
two last studies disregard incorporating sourcing decision flexibility option in the supply 
dimension and also overlooked the entire flexibility options in the distribution dimension.  
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Models integrating manufacturing and distribution flexibility dimensions  
Following provides a brief explanation for the reviewed models that have incorporated 
flexibility in manufacturing and distribution dimensions shown in Figure 1.2. The details of 
flexibility options considered in these models may be viewed in Tables 2.1 to 2.3. 
Sakawa et al. (2001) used MILP to model a multi-product production and transportation 
planning problem for a housing material manufacturer to minimise the cost of production and 
transportation. The concerned SC consists of multiple factories and multiple sales bases 
located in different regions where demand for the products exists. The study only 
incorporated multi-route transport and process flexibility options to the proposed model and 
the other flexibility options were disregarded. The problem was first solved using an LP-
solver. Fuzzy goals and fuzzy constraints were then applied to formulate the planning 
problem for cases in which uncertain parameters may exist.  
Lee  and Kim (2002) developed an LP model for production and distribution planning 
problem in a SC having similar structure as their previous work of the authors in Lee and Kim 
(2000). A hybrid simulation-analytic was proposed to solve the problem. This work, however, 
considers operation time to be stochastic and uses the output of solving analytic model to set 
the value of input for simulation. Then, the output from the simulation model is used for the 
analytic model and this process is continued iteratively until achieving the desired results. 
This study, however, disregarded incorporating flexibility options except backlogging and 
multi-route transport flexibility options.  
A multi-period and multi-product SC planning problem of a petrochemical company under 
uncertainty was studied by Lababidi et al. (2004). An MINLP deterministic model was first 
developed and the following uncertain parameters were then introduced to the model: 
demand, market prices, the costs of raw material and production yields. The objective 
function of the model minimises the total cost including costs of raw material procurement, 
production, lost demand, backordering, shipment and storage. To the proposed model, 
backlogging, multi-route transport and process flexibility options were incorporated though 
the other flexibility options were disregarded. A two-stage stochastic model was developed in 
which the production and transportation quantities were respectively addressed by the first 
and second stages. Both deterministic and stochastic models were solved using GAMS.  
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Lei et al. (2006) studied a production, inventory, and distribution routing problem 
encountered by a leading chemical company. This work aimed to determine the operation 
schedules by coordinating production, inventory, and transportation routing operations with 
the objective of minimising the overall cost while meeting known customer demand. The 
concerned problem is characterised as a single product, multiple periods and multiple plants 
where each plant owns its own fleet of transporters, and a set of customer demand centres. 
This study takes into all the flexibility options in distribution flexibility dimension except 
storage capacity expansion. However, it only incorporates process flexibility option in 
manufacturing dimension and also disregards the supply flexibility dimension.  To solve the 
problem, a two-phase solution approach was adopted in which the first phase was solved as an 
MILP model considering only direct transportation between plants and customer demand 
centres.  
A multi-objective LP model was developed by Selim et al. (2008) for solving a collaborative 
multi-product, multi-period production-distribution planning problem. The study ignored 
backlogging flexibilityoption in manufacturing dimension and only considered multi-modal 
transport in the distribution dimension. Fuzzy goal programming approach was used to cope 
with uncertainty. Computational experiments were conducted on a case problem to evaluate 
the viability of the fuzzy goal programming approaches in different SC structures.   
Safaei et al. (2010) considered an integrated multi-product, multi-period, multi-site 
production-distribution planning problem. An MILP was developed to solve the problem 
aiming at reducing the costs of set up, production, inventory, distribution and transportation. 
Only multi-route transport and process flexibility options were incorporated to the model and 
the remaining options in the three-dimensional framework were overviewed. An iterative 
hybrid approach (MILP-simulation) was used to solve the proposed model.  
Furthermore, Armentano et al. (2011) incorporated identical flexibility options, as considered 
by Safaei et al. (2010), to an MILP model for a multi-commodity and multi-period unified 
production-distribution planning problem where a single plant distributes its products to 
different customers using a homogeneous fleet of vehicles. The objective was to minimise the 
production costs at the plants and distribution costs including inventory costs at the plant and 
customers as well as transportation costs. To solve the concerned problem, two tabu search 
variants were proposed: the first one had two phases including construction and short-term 
memory, and the second one combined a longer term memory which was used for path 
relinking procedure.  
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In addition, Calvete et al. (2011) proposed a bilevel model in form of mixed integer 
programing for a hierarchical production-distribution planning problem in a SC environment 
with multiple plants, multiple depots and multiple retailers. This work incorporated similar 
flexibility options considered by Safaei et al. (2010) and Armentano et al. (2011) and 
overlooked the other options in the three-dimensional framework. A distribution company, 
being the leader of the hierarchical process, was assumed to control the assignment of retailers 
to depots. A manufacturing company, at the lower level of the hierarchy, assigned production 
to its plants according to the depot orders. A metaheuristic procedure, called bilevel ant 
colony system algorithm was used to solve the problem.  
Kopanos et al. (2012) developed a discrete/continuous-time MILP model for the production 
and logistics operations planning in multi-period, single or multi-site semicontinuous food 
process industries. In the concerned dairy industry, different products are produced in 
different production sites and are shipped to different distribution centres. The objective of the 
study minimises the total costs of production, inventory, transportation and changeover.  In 
addition, selection of alternative transportation modes was also taken into account. Two 
industrial case studies were solved using CPLEX to validate the approach. In this study, only 
multi-carrier transport and process flexibility options were incorporated to the model and the 
other options were disregarded.      
The above review of the models which have considered flexibility in either ―supply and 
manufacturing dimensions‖ or ―manufacturing and distribution dimensions‖ shows that the 
studies have overlooked many of the important flexibility options shown in the proposed 
three-dimensional framework.   
 
2.4.3 Studies incorporating flexibility in the three dimensions 
This section provides a brief explanation of the past studies which have considered flexibility 
in all the three dimensions shown in Figure 1.2 including supply, manufacturing and 
distribution dimensions.  
Jolayemi and Olorunniwo (2004) developed an MILP for a multi-period and multi product 
production and transportation planning problem in a multiple plants and multiple warehouses 
SC network in which products are only sold at the warehouses. The proposed model aimed to 
maximise the overall profit. The study considered flexibility in the three dimensions by 
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incorporating make and/or buy decision, storage capacity expansion and process flexibility 
options to the model. However, the other flexibility options such as production capacity 
expansion and sourcing decision options were overlooked. A procedure was presented to 
reduce the size of the MILP model by exploiting the special structure of a number of model‘s 
constraints and LINDO was used to solve the reduced model. 
Yılmaz and Çatay (2006) developed an MILP model for multi-period production-distribution 
planning problem a SC consisting of a single product, multiple suppliers, multiple plants and 
multiple distributors. This assumes that production capacity of suppliers and plants as well as 
transportation capacity can be increased by the expense of a fixed cost. Although some 
flexibility options including production capacity expansion, multi-carrier transport and 
sourcing decision were incorporated to the model, most of the options such as storage 
capacity expansion, backlogging and multi-modal transport were overlooked. The objective 
was to minimise the total cost of production, transportation, inventory, capacity expansion 
costs. Three LP relaxation-based heuristics were used to facilitate obtaining a good feasible 
solution.  
Lejeune (2006) developed an MILP model for a multi-period sustainable inventory–
production–distribution planning problem in a three-stage SC considering suppliers of raw 
material, manufacturers, and distribution centres. The model‘s objective was to minimise the 
sum of production, distribution and inventory costs of the SC. This study only takes into 
account a single flexibility option in each dimension. It incorporates sourcing decision, multi-
modal transport and process flexibility option to the model and disregards the other options in 
the established three-dimensional flexibility framework. To solve the concerned problem, a 
new metaheuristic approach was used: variable neighbourhood decomposition search which 
consists of decomposition scheme as well as variable neighbourhood search within the 
decomposition scheme.    
A production-inventory-distribution planning problem for a multi-period three-echelon SC 
consisting of multiple suppliers of raw material, multiple manufacturing plants were studied 
by Lejeune and Ruszczyński (2007). To formulate the problem, a stochastic MILP model was 
developed incorporating stochastic customers‘ demand having a discrete probability 
distribution. The proposed model applied nonstockout cycle service-level constraints being 
joint probabilistic service-level constraints and aimed to minimise the overall cost made of 
production, distribution and holding costs. The developed model incorporated some flexibility 
options including sourcing decision, multi-carrier transport, multi-route transport as well as 
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process flexibility. However, the other options were overlooked. A modular solution approach 
involving an integrated use of two modules was proposed to solve the problem.  
An MILP model was developed by Ouhimmou et al. (2008) to support decision making for 
furniture SC tactical planning over a one year period considering deterministic demand for 
each period. They focused on the wood SC section of the entire furniture SC in which 
hardwood logs are procured from public forest and processed using sawmills, dried with 
kilns, and ultimately shipped to furniture mills as the end-customers. The proposed model 
involves procurement of raw material and final product, sawing and drying processes and 
minimises the total costs of procurement, transportation, inventory and production. The two 
flexibility options in supply dimension were incorporated into the model. However, only 
process flexibility option in manufacturing dimension and multi-carrier transport in 
distribution dimension were taken into account and the other options were not incorporated 
into the model. To cope with the large size of the problem, a heuristics based on a time 
decomposition approach was proposed.   
Gunnarsson et al. (2007) developed an MILP model for a SC planning problem integrating 
transportation of raw material, production and distribution to which three modes of 
transportation were incorporated. The model incorporated a number of flexibility options. 
However, it disregards make and/or buy decision, storage and production capacity expansion, 
and backlogging. A large-scale model was later developed by Gunnarsson and Rönnqvist 
(2008) for integrating production and distribution problem in a pulp-company. This work also 
overlooked similar flexibility options as disregarded in Gunnarsson et al. (2007). The study 
concerned several tactical decisions such as the shipment of raw material form harvest to pulp 
mills and production mix and contents at pulp mill. Two heuristic approaches were proposed: 
the first method was based on the rolling planning horizon in which only a part of the rolling 
horizon was allowed to be active; and the second approach generated an optimistic bound 
based on Lagrangian decomposition.  
An approach for modelling and optimisation of a complex integrated aggregate production-
distribution planning was presented in Fahimnia et al. (2011). A two-echelon SC considering 
multiple products and multiple time periods were considered. The authors developed an 
MINLP model and used a modified GA equipped with a constraint handling mechanism to 
solve the problem. The objective function minimises the overall cost including production 
costs as well as direct and indirect distribution costs. The study considers make and/or buy 
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decision, backlogging, multi-route transport and process flexibility options, though it 
disregards the other options.  
An MILP model was developed by Bashiri et al. (2012) for a design and planning of a multi-
period and multi-product SC considering a four-echelon network consisting suppliers, 
production plants, warehouses and customers. In this study, network expansion plan was also 
incorporated, though was limited to the cumulative net income. Two different time resolutions 
were considered in this study including high resolution for tactical decisions and low 
resolution for strategic decisions. The objective function of the model was to maximise the 
overall net income while determining decisions relating to supplier selection and their raw 
material supply quantities, facility locations, and production quantities among others. To this 
model, several flexibility options such as storage and production capacity expansion were 
incorporated. However, many of the other options were disregarded such as backlogging and 
multi-route flexibility options. Computational experiments were conducted for different 
problem instances which were solved using CPLEX solver.  
Table 2.6 summarises the flexibility options which have been considered in past studies with 
three flexibility dimensions.  
Table 2.6 Classification of the published models: integrated three dimensional flexibility 
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Jolayemi and Olorunniwo 
(2004) 
 ● 
 
●   
 
   ● 
Lejeune (2006) ●  ●   ●    
Yılmaz and Çatay (2006) ●  ● ●   ●   
Lejeune and Ruszczyński 
(2007) 
●  ●    ● ●  
Gunnarsson et al. (2007) ●  ●   ● ● ●  
Ouhimmou et al. (2008) ● ● ●    ●   
Gunnarsson and 
Rönnqvist (2008) 
●  ●   ● ● ●  
Fahimnia et al. (2011)  ● ●  ●   ●  
Bashiri et al. (2012) ●  ● ●     ● 
This model ● ●  ● ● ●  ● ● ● ● 
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Although past studies have incorporated flexibility options in their developed SC planning 
models, many of the identified options were not taken into account in these studies. The table 
shows the gap existing in the literature and this research aims to address this specific gap.  It 
also shows how this study contributes to the current literature by developing a tactical SC 
model that incorporates all flexibility options quantified in the proposed three-dimensional 
tactical flexibility framework. 
 
2.5 CLASSIFICATION BASED ON THE SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 
Solution methodologies are important from a research perspective. In this section, the 
reviewed studies are classified based on the methodology they have used for solving the 
developed model.  
To solve the complex SC planning models, different methods and techniques have been used. 
Development and application of specific types of methodologies are important since they not 
only provide resources on the type of methodologies that exist and can be applied to various 
settings, but they also identify areas of methodologically oriented research. Of course, 
selection of the solution methodology depends on the characteristics of the model and the 
structure of the concerned problem.  
Therefore, in this section the reviewed models are first classified into linear and non-linear 
models. The categories are then further divided into exact methods and non-exact methods 
where non-exact methods include heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches, as shown in Tables 
2.7 to 2.10. 
From this classification, it was observed that only about one third of the past reviewed studies 
have used exact solution methods for solving the proposed models. This type of solution 
approach can be applied to linear problems being small or medium size and may include 
mixed integer linear problems.  
Because of the nature of SC planning problems, most of the developed linear and nonlinear 
SC planning models have included both continuous and binary variables, that results in 
mixed-integer problems. Among the commercial optimisation tools, CPLEX has been used 
more than others showing its dominant capability in solving linear model. It was observed 
that about 52 percent of the reviewed models have used this solver for their optimisation.   
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On the other hand, it can be observed that non-exact solution approaches including heuristics, 
meta-heuristics, stochastic, and fuzzy methods have been applied to solve more complex 
problems including large linear models and nonlinear models. About 57 per cent of reviewed 
models have used these approaches for optimising the proposed models. Solving large linear 
models using exact solution methods may result in unsolvable situations, and other types of 
solution approaches may be needed. In this study, a non-exact approach is proposed for 
solving the model presented in the next chapter as the model is a non-linear model and large.  
Table 2.7 Classification of the published models based on the solution methods used: exact 
methods 
 
Model Authors (year) Solution method/Solver 
L
in
ea
r 
P
ro
g
ra
m
m
in
g
 (
L
P
) Chen and Wang (1997) IMSL package 
Mohamed (1999) Not specified 
Lee and Kim (2002) A hybrid simulation-analytic method 
Mohamed and Youseff 
(2004) 
LINDO solver 
Oh and Karimi (2006) CPLEX solver  
Genin et al. (2008) CPLEX solver 
M
ix
ed
 I
n
te
g
er
 L
in
ea
r 
P
ro
g
ra
m
m
in
g
 (
M
IL
P
) 
McDonald and Karimi 
(1997) 
CPLEX solver  
Dogan and Goetschalckx 
(1999) 
CPLEX solver (a primal decomposition method) 
Dhaenens-Flipo and 
Finke (2001) 
CPLEX solver 
Lee et al. (2002) Hybrid analytic-simulation method 
Souza et al. (2004) CPLEX solver 
Jolayemi and 
Olorunniwo (2004) 
LINDO solver 
Lim et al. (2006) MS Excel optimiser and  simulation (IBM SCA) 
Meijboom and Obel 
(2007) 
Simulation (OrgSim-system) 
Gunnarsson et al. (2007) CPLEX solver 
Aydinel et al. (2008) CPLEX solver 
Kanyalkar and Gajendra 
(2010) 
Gnu Linear Programming Kit solver 
Safaei et al. (2010) A hybrid mathematical–simulation method 
Alemany et al. (2010) CPLEX solver 
Bashiri et al. (2012) CPLEX solver 
Nikolopoulou and 
Ierapetritou (2012) 
A hybrid mathematical-simulation method 
Kopanos et al. (2012) CPLEX solver 
Liu and Papageorgiou 
(2012) 
Multi-objective MILP solved using CPLEX (adopting ε-
constraint and lexicographic minimax methods) 
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Table 2.8 Linear models solved by heuristics and meta-heuristics approaches 
Mathematical 
model 
Solution 
approach 
Authors (year) Description 
Linear models 
 Jayaraman and 
Pirkul (2001) 
MILP model solved using Lagrangian relaxation 
techniques and a heuristic solution procedure 
Heuristic 
Jang et al. 
(2002) 
MILP model solved using Lagrangian heuristic 
and GA 
Park (2005) MILP model solved using a heuristic based on 
local improvement procedure  
Gen and Syarif 
(2005) 
MILP model solved using spanning tree-based 
hybrid GA and fuzzy techniques 
Lei et al. (2006) MILP model solved using a two-phase approach 
(CPLEX + Load Consolidation heuristic) 
Ekşioğlu et al. 
(2006) 
MILP model solved using primal-dual based 
heuristic 
Yılmaz and 
Çatay (2006) 
MILP model solved using three linear relaxation 
based heuristics 
Ekşioğlu et al. 
(2007) 
MILP model solved using a Lagrangean based 
decomposition heuristic 
Chern and Hsieh 
(2007) 
Multi-objective LP model solved using a greedy 
algorithm 
Kanyalkar and 
Adil (2007) 
MILP model solved using goal programming 
solved (weighted and pre-emptive methods) 
Gunnarsson and 
Rönnqvist 
(2008) 
MILP model solved using a rolling planning 
horizon and Lagrangian 
decomposition/subgradient optimisation  
Ouhimmou et al. 
(2008) 
MILP model solved using a time decomposition 
approach 
Che and Chiang 
(2010) 
MILP model solved using a GA based solution 
method 
Pal et al. (2011) MILP model solved using an enhanced PSO and 
artificial bee colony  
Terrazas-
Moreno and 
Grossmann 
(2011) 
MILP model solved using two heuristics: a bi-
level decomposition method and a hybrid 
decomposition method (combined bi-level and 
spatial Lagrangean decomposition methods) 
Armentano et al. 
(2011) 
MILP model solved using two approaches: tabu 
search and an integrated path relinking/tabu search  
Varthanan et al. 
(2012a) 
Multi-objective MILP model solved using analytic 
hierarchy process combined with PSO 
 Varthanan et al. 
(2012b) 
MILP model solved using simulation based PSO  
Meta-
heuristic 
Lejeune (2006) MILP model solved using variable neighborhood 
decomposition search 
Aliev et al. 
(2007) 
Fuzzy LP model solved using a GA based solution 
method 
 Calvete et al. 
(2011) 
Mixed-integer bi-level model solved using ant 
colony method 
 Raa et al. (2013) A construction-based metaheuristic 
 
The complexity of the modelling environment in SC planning and optimisation has resulted in 
the use of heuristic and meta-heuristic methods. Heuristic approaches have been significantly 
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used more than meta-heuristic approaches. This can be due to the high level of complexity 
associated with most tactical SC planning problems which leads to the need for developing 
and designing customised heuristics solution techniques instead of adopting off-the-shelf 
solution approaches. 
Table 2.9 Linear models solved by Stochastic/Probabilistic/Fuzzy approaches 
Mathematical 
model 
Solution 
approach 
Authors (year) Description 
Linear models 
Stochastic/ 
Probabilistic/ 
Fuzzy 
Gupta and 
Maranas (2000) 
Stochastic model converted to MINLP 
solved using outer approximation technique 
Sakawa et al. 
(2001) 
MILP model with fuzzy goals and 
constraint solved using an LP solver    
Alonso-Ayuso et 
al. (2003) 
An stochastic MILP model solved using 
Branch and Fix Coordination algorithm  
Gupta and 
Maranas (2003) 
Stochastic model converted to MINLP 
solved using outer approximation technique 
Lababidi et al. 
(2004) 
Stochastic linear model converted to 
MINLP solved by GAMS/XA solver 
Lejeune and 
Ruszczyński 
(2007) 
Stochastic MILP model solved using a 
modular solution methodology  
Roghanian et al. 
(2007) 
Bi-level stochastic multi-objective LP 
model converted to a deterministic NLP 
solved using fuzzy goal programming 
(coded in LINGO)   
Selim et al. (2008) Multi-objective LP model solved using 
fuzzy goal programming (coded in CPLEX) 
Liang (2008) Fuzzy multi-objective LP model solved 
using goal programming (coded in LINGO) 
Torabi and 
Hassini (2009) 
Possibilistic multi-objective MILP model 
solved using fuzzy goal programming 
(coded in GAMS/OSL) 
Peidro et al. 
(2009)   
Fuzzy MILP model converted to an 
equivalent crisp linear model using a linear 
ranking function, solved by CPLEX 
Liang and Cheng 
(2009) 
Fuzzy multi-objective LP model solved 
using goal programming (coded in LINDO) 
Bilgen (2010) Fuzzy MILP model converted to MILP 
using three different fuzzy operators (coded 
in CPLEX) 
Peidro et al. 
(2010)   
Fuzzy MILP model solved using fuzzy goal 
programming (coded in CPLEX) 
Torabi and 
Moghaddam 
(2011) 
Fuzzy multi-objective MILP model solved 
using fuzzy goal programming (coded in 
OSL) 
Peidro et al. 
(2011) 
Fuzzy multi-objective LP model solved 
using  fuzzy goal programming (coded in 
CPLEX) 
Liang (2011) Fuzzy LP model solved using  a heuristic 
fuzzy goal programming (coded in LINGO) 
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Moreover, recently, a greater tendency can be observed in the use of stochastic, and fuzzy 
modelling approaches to cope with different types of SC uncertainty. It was observed that 
about 25 per cent of the overall reviewed models applied such techniques. Like in any field of 
research, as the area advances, more complexity arises and more powerful solution 
approaches replace traditional solution techniques. This is evident in the published literature 
in the area of tactical SC optimisation.  
Table 2.10 Non-linear models solved with heuristics 
Mathematical 
model 
Solution 
approach 
Authors (year) Description 
Nonlinear 
Models 
Heuristics 
Jackson and 
Grossmann 
(2003) 
NLP model solved using a Lagrangean 
based decomposition method 
Chen et al. 
(2003) 
Multi-objective MINLP model solved 
using fuzzy goal programming approach in 
GAMS/SBB  
Tsai (2007) MINLP model converted to an 
approximated MILP, solved by LINGO 
Mirzapour Al-e-
hashem et al. 
(2011) 
Multi-objective MINLP model converted to 
a multi-objective MILP, then to a single-
objective model using LP-metrics method, 
solved using LINGO solver 
Che (2012) MINLP model solved using a modified 
PSO  
Fahimnia et al. 
(2012) 
MINLP model solved using a GA based 
solution method 
 
2.6 CLASSIFICATION BASED ON PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
Many of the characteristics of a model, and even solution methodology, may be dependent on 
the type of industry and product type studied, if there was a specific application. A 
classification based on the practical industrial application of the published models is shown in 
Table 2.11.  
First, it is found that more than half of the reviewed articles have been applied to practical 
industrial applications. The remaining publications focused on simulated numerical 
experiments. Almost three-quarters of the industrial application studies have been in mainly 
three industries: automotive, chemical, and wood and paper industry.   
The results show a broad industry application over a number of different product types and 
families from durable discrete production goods to process oriented products. When 
considering the types of models used, most of the industries are looking for integrated 
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functional perspectives. Interestingly, all the pulp and paper industry models included all 
three functional dimensions in their models. Thus, it can be expected that models that 
included practical applications tended to have more complex and comprehensive optimisation 
models. 
Table 2.11 Classification of the published models based on the real world application 
 Authors (year) Case description  
A
u
to
m
o
ti
v
e 
in
d
u
st
ry
 
(c
o
m
p
o
n
en
t/
p
ar
t 
m
an
u
fa
ct
u
ri
n
g
) Chen and Wang (1997) 
Dhaenens-Flipo and Finke (2001) 
Liang (2008) 
Genin et al. (2008) 
Liang and Cheng (2009) 
Torabi and Hassini (2009) 
Peidro et al. (2009) 
Peidro et al. (2010) 
Liang (2011) 
Varthanan et al. (2012a) 
Varthanan et al. (2012b) 
Fahimnia et al. (2012) 
Steel making company 
Metal items mass production 
Mechanical component manufacturer 
Seamless steel tube manufacturer 
Mechanical component manufacturer 
Automotive manufacturer 
Automotive manufacturer 
Automotive manufacturer 
Mechanical component manufacturer 
Mechanical component manufacturer 
Mechanical component manufacturer 
Mechanical component manufacturer 
C
h
em
ic
al
 i
n
d
u
st
ry
 
McDonald and Karimi (1997) 
Gupta and Maranas (2000) 
Lababidi et al. (2004) 
Lei et al. (2006) 
Lejeune (2006) 
Lejeune and Ruszczyński (2007) 
Terrazas-Moreno and Grossmann 
(2011) 
Liu and Papageorgiou (2012) 
Chemical company 
Chemical company 
Petrochemical company 
Chemical company 
Chemical company 
Chemical company 
Chemical company 
Agrochemical company 
W
o
o
d
 &
 p
ap
er
 
in
d
u
st
ry
 Gunnarsson et al. (2007) 
Gunnarsson and Rönnqvist (2008) 
Aydinel et al. (2008) 
Mirzapour Al-e-hashem et al. 
(2011) 
Pulp company 
Pulp company 
Forest products company 
Wood and paper company 
O
th
er
s 
Dogan and Goetschalckx (1999) 
Sakawa et al. (2001) 
Souza et al. (2004) 
Kanyalkar and Adil (2007) 
Meijboom and Obel (2007) 
Ouhimmou et al. (2008) 
Alemany et al. (2010) 
Kanyalkar and Gajendra (2010) 
Bilgen (2010) 
Peidro et al. (2011) 
Kopanos et al. (2012) 
Raa et al. (2013) 
Cardboard package supplier 
Housing material manufacturer 
Electronics component manufacturing 
Unspecified customer goods company 
Pharmaceutical company 
Furniture manufacturer 
Ceramic tile manufacturer 
Unspecified customer goods company 
Soft-drink producer 
Ceramic tile manufacturer 
Dairy products producer 
Plastic products manufacturing 
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2.7 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
In the last section the research gap existing in the current literature was identified. To fulfil 
the identified gap, this section describes the research methodology used in conducting the 
current research. Research-based projects are generally classified into two major categories: 
qualitative and quantitative, and an appropriate methodology is chosen according to the 
category of a research project.   
This research has been categorised as a quantitative research. A SC planning problem 
addressing the research gap has been addressed and operations performed within the SC have 
also been quantified by developing a mathematical model. The mathematical model addresses 
the tactical SC planning problem with a number of realistic flexibility options illustrated in 
the established three-dimensional framework.  
To solve the developed model an appropriate optimisation tool is needed. This study has used 
a novel solution approach which is based on the so-called Cross-Entropy method. It has 
utilised this approach in conjunction with CPLEX solver, which is a strong linear solver, to 
optimise the developed mathematical model. 
To validate the model and solution method, data from a real world industrial case study has 
been used. The required data have been collected from a case study which manufactures a 
range of flange products. The impacts of adjusting flexibility options on the overall 
performance of the SC a number of scenarios have been developed.  
The proposed model has been then solved for each scenario and thereby the impacts of 
adjusting flexibility options on the overall performance of the SC are investigated by 
comparing the obtained results for each scenario. The results have been then analysed using 
two performance indicators including the total cost of SC and the service level which can be 
represented by the backlogging cost. By analysing the obtained results, some managerial 
insight has been finally drawn from this study.  
 
2.8 SUMMARY 
The review of the literature shows the lack of quantitative models that have incorporated the 
flexibility options in three dimensions shown in the established flexibility framework in 
Figure 1.2. In addition, the impacts of adjusting flexibility options on the overall performance 
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of the SC were disregarded. Accordingly, this research has covered this gap by developing a 
SC planning model that has incorporated these flexibility options and by evaluating the 
impacts of flexibility adjustment on the performance of the SC. Four different scenarios have 
been established in order which allow comparing flexibility of one scenario against another to 
having incorporated different levels of flexibility options.  
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  CHAPTER 3
MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND SOLUTION METHOD  
 
In this chapter the SC planning problem with multiple flexibility options in a three-echelon 
SC network is described and the characteristics of the system and associated assumptions are 
explained. The problem is then mathematically formulated as a MINLP model. A novel 
solution approach method is then presented for solving the optimisation model.     
This section first explains the characteristics of the planning problem studied. A number of 
assumptions considered for the problem are also outlined and the problem is then formulated 
mathematically. For developing the mathematical model, a number of input parameters and 
decision variables are defined and the objective function and constraints are accordingly 
constructed.     
 
3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT  
A SC tactical planning problem with multiple flexibility options is considered in this problem. 
The SC environment under investigation is a three-echelon SC which consists of suppliers, 
manufacturing plants, distribution centres, and customers. A set of manufacturing plants 
procure components or raw materials from a number of qualified suppliers and produce 
different types of finished products using the procured components. The finished products are 
then distributed to satisfy the demand of customers.  
Figure 1.3 demonstrates the structure of the concerned SC. Suppliers, manufacturing plants, 
distribution centres and customers are located in different geographical regions. To clarify 
how the flexibility options are reflected in the concerned planning problem, following we 
provide the details of the activities performed by each and every participants in the concerned 
SC network are provided as follows.  
 
Procurement: 
Manufacturing plants are able to procure their required components from one or more 
qualified suppliers. This provides the manufacturing plants with the opportunity to use the 
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sourcing option (single/multiple sourcing option). In addition, quantity discount may or may 
not be offered by suppliers for purchasing larger lot sizes.  
 
Production: 
At this stage, a set of manufacturing plants, as shown in Figure 1.3, are considered which are 
capable of producing a range of product types (finished products) at each manufacturing plant 
(process flexibility) using the procured components from suppliers.  
Finished products can either be manufactured in-house in regular-time and overtime 
(production capacity expansion option) or be outsourced to the available subcontractors. The 
latter acquisition of finished products provides the flexibility to the manufacturing plants to 
use make-and/or-buy option under supply flexibility category as explained in chapter one. 
Demand of a certain product type can be backordered in one period at a known penalty cost 
(backlogging option). However, the backordered demands must be satisfied by the end of the 
planning horizon and no backlogging is allowed in the closing period. For example, assuming 
that the planning horizon is twelve months, the quantity of backlogging must be equal to zero 
at the end of the last planning period. This ensures that the overall demand over the entire 
planning horizon is met.  
Distribution: 
Finished products can be transported from the manufacturing plants to the customers either 
directly or indirectly through a set of distribution centres using multi-route transportation 
option. Additional storage area may be available at each distribution centre using extendable 
storage capacity via rental warehouses (storage capacity expansion option). Single or multiple 
logistics providers can be hired for the distribution of finished products from the 
manufacturers to the customers (multi-carrier transportation option). Transport providers may 
offer different transport modes at each route with varying shipment cost per unit (multi-modal 
transportation option).  
 
3.1.1 Assumptions  
In addition to the decision environment contextual assumptions, additional modeling 
assumptions are outlined below: 
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 Demand is assumed to be deterministic; that is the demand for each and every type of 
finished product is known over the entire planning horizon. 
 The configuration of the supply chain is known and pre-determined. Therefore, the 
geographical location of suppliers, manufacturing plants, distribution centres, and 
customers are known.  
 The capacity of manufacturing plants and distribution-centres/warehouses are known. 
 The number of qualified suppliers and their supply capacity are known. Enterprises 
may use different tools and techniques for evaluating potential suppliers and supplier 
evaluation usually takes place at the strategic decision making level. Supplier selection 
is a broad area of research and is out of the scope of this research. 
 Customers are assumed to have no capacity limitation for holding finished products. 
 Cost associated with procurement, production, storage and transportation of the 
finished products are known. 
 The procurement cost of a component includes the transportation cost of that 
component from the supply point to the manufacturing plant. 
 Labour wages are higher in the first period of manufacturing plant opening due to the 
one-off training and administration fees charged by the available recruiters. The rates 
remain unchanged from the second period onward. 
 The distance between self-owned distribution centres and rental warehouses is 
negligible and therefore there is no difference between transporting finished products 
to and from a self-owned distribution centre and a neighbourhood rental warehouse. 
 Every year the same facilities are used again or as time rolls, facilities remain the 
same.  
 
3.2 FORMULATING THE MODEL 
Based on the problem statement and assumptions illustrated in the previous section, the 
mathematical model is developed in this section. In order to develop the mathematical model 
for the problem the first step is to define a set of indices and parameters. Following 
subsections illustrate indices and parameters used in formulating the mathematical model.  
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Indices:  
The indices shown below are used in the development of the mathematical model as presented 
in the following sub-sections. 
Component     c 
Finished product     i 
Supplier     s 
Manufacturing plant    p 
Distribution centre (DC)   w 
Customer     e 
Time period      t 
Transport mode     m 
Transport carrier (logistics provider)  l 
 
 
3.2.1 Input parameters 
The input parameters used in this study are classified into four main categories including 
general, component purchasing, transportation and storage. These categories and their 
associated parameters are illustrated subsequently. 
General input parameters 
The following parameters cover those parameters which are related to demand, opening costs 
of plants and DCs, bill of material, backlogging and so on.  
     Demand for product i in customer e in period t 
    Fixed cost of opening and operating plant p in period t  
     Fixed cost of opening and operating DC w in period t 
    Cost of closing plant p in period t  
     Cost of closing DC w in period t  
    
    
Unit production cost in regular-time (in the first period of plant opening) for product i 
in plant p in period t 
     
     
Unit production cost in overtime (in the first period of plant opening) for product i in 
plant p in period t 
     
Unit production cost in regular-time (from the second period onward) for product i in 
plant p in period t 
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Unit production cost in overtime (from the second period onward) for product i in 
plant p in period t 
     Unit cost of outsourcing product i by plant p in period t  
     Unit holding cost of component c in plant p in period t  
      Unit holding cost of product i in plant p in period t 
     Cost of backlogging product i in customer e in period t 
    Quantity of component c used to produce one unit of product i  
     Maximum holding capacity of component c in plant p in period t  
 ̅    Maximum holding capacity of product i in plant p in period t 
     Maximum allowed backlog for product i in customer e in period t 
     Maximum capacity for regular-time production of product i in plant p in period t 
 ̅    Maximum capacity for overtime production of product i in plant p in period t 
     Maximum allowed outsourcing quantity of product i in plant p in period t 
 
Component purchasing 
The parameters listed under this category are related to the procurement of components from 
suppliers. This category covers parameters from purchasing cost of components to the 
capacity of suppliers for supplying the components to the plants. The suppliers may offer 
quantity discount for their components. Three intervals were considered for quantity discount 
that suppliers offer to the manufacturer. The highest price in this case is related to the lowest 
quantity range which refers to the quantity less than the lower quantity break-point and the 
lowest price is related to the order quantities larger than the upper quantity break-point. For 
instance, a supplier may consider its highest price for quantities less than the lower quantity 
break-point of 200 units of order and lowest price for orders over the upper quantity break-
point of 1000 units. In this case, if the manufacturer orders less than 200 units, which falls 
into the first pricing interval, the price will be the highest. However, if the order quantity is 
over 1000 units the price will be the lowest and similarly if the order quantity is between the 
two quantity break-points, then the price will be somewhere between the lowest and highest 
price. The purchasing cost for quantities less than the lower quantity break-point is referred as 
the base purchasing cost.  
       
Base purchasing cost (highest rate at lowest quantity range) for the acquisition of 
component c from supplier s for plant p in period t  
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Quantity discount multiplier for purchasing component c from supplier s for plant p 
in period t 
      
    
Lower quantity break-point for component c offered by supplier s to plant p in period 
t  
      
  
 
Upper quantity break-point for component c offered by supplier s to plant p in period 
t 
      
Lower discount rate (for medium quantity range) for purchasing component c from 
supplier s for plant p in period t 
      
Higher discount rate (for large quantity range) for purchasing component c from 
supplier s for plant p in period t 
      
    
Minimum allowed purchase quantity of component c from supplier s for plant p in 
period t   
      
    Maximum capacity of supplier s for component c to supply plant p in period t   
  
    Minimum purchase quantity from supplier s during the planning horizon 
 
Transportation 
This category addresses parameters associated with the shipment of finished products from 
plants to DCs/warehouses, transportation of finished products from DCs to customers and 
direct transportation of finished products from plants to customers.  
        
Unit transportation cost for the shipment of product i from plant p to DC w by 
logistics provider l using transport mode m in period t 
  ̅      
Unit transportation cost for the shipment of product i from DC w to customer e by 
logistics provider l using transport mode m in period t 
  ̿      
Unit transportation cost for the shipment of product i from plant p to customer e by 
logistics provider l using transport mode m in period t 
        
    
Minimum allowed shipment quantity of product i from plant p to DC w by logistics 
provider l using mode m in period t 
        
    
Maximum allowed shipment quantity of product i from plant p to DC w by 
logistics provider l using mode m in period t  
  ̅      
    
Minimum allowed shipment quantity of product i from DC w to customer e by 
logistics provider l using mode m in period t  
  ̅      
    
Maximum allowed shipment quantity of product i from DC w to customer e by 
logistics provider l using mode m in period t  
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  ̿      
    
Minimum allowed shipment quantity of product i from plant p to customer e by 
logistics provider l using mode m in period t  
  ̿      
    
Maximum allowed shipment quantity of product i from plant p to customer e by 
logistics provider l using mode m in period t  
  ̅
    
Minimum allowed shipment quantity delegated to logistics provider l during the 
planning horizon 
 
Parameters related to the storage of finished products 
Following parameters are related to the capacity of DCs/warehouses.  
     Unit storage cost for holding product i in self-owned DC w in period t 
      Unit storage cost for holding product i in rental warehouse w in period t 
     
Storage multiplier for holding product i in self-owned DC and/or rental warehouse w 
in period t 
     Maximum capacity of self-owned DC w for storing product i in period t 
 ̅    Maximum capacity of rental warehouse w for storing product i in period t 
 
Storage multiplier defined above is due to the storage cost difference between a self-owned 
distribution centre and its neighbourhood warehouse.    
3.2.2 Decision variables 
Two major types of variables are used for developing the mathematical model including 
dependent and independent variables. Each type contains both continuous and binary 
variables. We first start with presenting the continuous and binary independent variables and 
then list the dependent ones.   
 
Continuous variables  
The continuous variables listed below are independent and are used in developing the 
mathematical model:  
      Quantity of component c purchased from supplier s for plant p in period t  
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     Quantity of product i produced in regular-time in plant p in period t 
      Quantity of product i produced in overtime in plant p in period t  
     Quantity of product i outsourced by plant p in period t  
        
Quantity of product i shipped from plant p to DC w by logistics provider l using 
transport mode m in period t 
         
Quantity of product i shipped from DC w to customer e by logistics provider l using 
transport mode m in period t 
         
Quantity of product i shipped from plant p to customer e by logistics provider l 
using transport mode m in period t 
     Quantity of component c stored in plant p in period t  
      Quantity of product i stored in plant p in period t 
     Quantity of product i stored in DC w in period t 
     Quantity of product i backlogged in customer e in period t  
 
Binary variables:  
The following variables are used in formulating the mathematical model as independent 
binary variables. These variables are divided into two categories: Type । and Type ॥. Type । 
variables refer to the opening and operating of a plant or a DC at a certain period and are denoted as 
     and     . Thus, if a plant operates in one period     is assigned 1, otherwise this binary 
variable is given the value of zero and the same procedure is applied to DCs.    
The second type of binary variables, Type II, refers to component purchasing as well as direct 
or indirect shipment of finished products from manufacturing plants to customers. This type 
of variables determines if a component is purchased from a supplier at a certain period. Also, 
these binary variables determined whether or not finished products, at a certain period, are 
shipped from plants to DCs, from DCs to customers, or from plants to customer.      
         {
1,      If plant                      
0,       therwise                              
 
       {
1,      If                          
0,       therwise                            
 
           {
1,      If component    is purchased      supplier   for plant                               
0,       therwise                                                                                                        
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             {
1,      if product   is shipped from plant   to DC   by logistics provider                        
using transport mode                                                                               
0,        therwise                                                                                                             
 
             {
1,      if product   is shipped from DC   to customer    by logistics provider                         
using transport mode                                                                                     
0,       therwise                                                                                                                      
 
             {
1,      if product   is shipped from plant   to customer   by logistics provider                         
using transport mode                                                                                      
0,       therwise                                                                                                                      
 
Dependent variables 
In addition to the independent variables, the following dependent variables are used for 
formulating the mathematical model.        is a continuous dependent variable that can be 
assigned values between   and   depending on the purchasing quantity of components 
       . Three quantity discount intervals are allocated to the mathematical model and the 
purchasing quantity is allowed to be within the specified interval (      
                  
    . 
Provided that quantity discount is available, the value of        is generally reduced by 
increasing the purchasing quantity.  
      {
                                         
                 
      
                                       
                
     
                                      
                
     
           
        {
                                                                                    
                                                     ̅           
 
 
        
 
     represents a binary variable whose value can be either 0 or 1 depending on whether or 
not rental warehouses are used. A rental warehouse may be used if the capacity of the self-
owned DC in the local area is not sufficient to store the finished products in certain periods. 
3.2.3 Objective function 
The objective function of the developed mathematical model minimises the total cost 
comprising of costs associated with opening plants and DCs/warehouses, production, holding, 
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transportation and backlogging. Equation 3.1 shown below demonstrates the objective 
function of the model which minimises the value of Z (the total cost of the SC).    
Objective function: Minimise Z, 
where Z is formulated as: 
Z =  ∑ ∑          + ∑ ∑              + ∑ ∑              + ∑ ∑                  
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                        + ∑ ∑ ∑         p(t-1)          p(t-1)       
   
    + 
∑ ∑ ∑          p(t-1)  
 
    (   p(t-1) )      
        + ∑ ∑ ∑             + 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                         + ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑             ̅           + 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑             ̿           + ∑ ∑ ∑               + ∑ ∑ ∑                + 
∑ ∑ ∑                  + 
∑ ∑ ∑         [                       
 
   ]    + ∑ ∑ ∑                      (3.1) 
Equation 3.1 consists of 16 elements or cost components. From left to right, the first element 
represents the cost of opening and operating plants in planning periods. The second element is 
related to the fixed cost of opening and operating DCs. The third and fourth elements show 
the cost of closing manufacturing plants and DCs, respectively. Element five represents the 
cost of purchasing raw materials and component parts. Elements 6-8 represent the costs 
incurred in manufacturing plants including the cost of regular-time and overtime production 
(elements 6 and 7) and the cost of outsourcing (element 8). Elements 9-11 express the 
transportation costs both directly from plants to customers (element 9) and indirectly from 
plants to DCs (and rental warehouses) and from DCs to customers (elements 10 and 11 
respectively). The storage costs are illustrated by elements 12-15. Element 12 represents the 
storage cost of components in manufacturing plants. Element 13 and 14 represent holding cost 
of finished products in manufacturing plants and DCs, respectively. This is followed by the 
storage costs in rental warehouses presented in elements 15. Finally, element 16 represents the 
backlog/shortage cost.  
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3.2.4 Constraints 
The objective function of the mathematical model presented above (Equation 3.1) is subject to 
a number of constraints including balance constraints and upper-bound and lower-bound 
constraints shown below as Equations 3.2 to 3.20. 
 
Material balance constraints in production plants: 
Equations 3.2 to 3.6 present balanced constraints of the developed mathematical model. These 
constraints are illustrated and described below:   
              ∑               
 
                                                                (3.2) 
        
 
              
 
          ∑ ∑ ∑            ∑ ∑ ∑                   
                                  (3.3) 
Constraint Equation 3.2 ensures that the quantity of each raw material procured from 
suppliers to be for the production of products at each manufacturing plant at each period is 
equal to the total amount of products produced by manufacturing plants taking into account 
the BOM (i.e. the quantity of component c used to produce one unit of product i is 
represented in the constraint as    ) 
Constraint Equation 3.3 is a balance constraint which ensures that the quantity of each product 
stored at each manufacturing plant in each period is the product inventory carried from the 
last period plus added products through regular-time, overtime and outsourcing less the 
transported product quantity from the plant to DCs/warehouses and directly to customers. 
Balance constraint in DCs: 
 
               ∑ ∑ ∑             ∑ ∑ ∑                                                         (3.4) 
Constraint Equation 3.4 ensures that the quantity of each product in each DC/warehouse at 
each period is equals to the quantity of stored product carried from the last period at that 
DC/warehouse plus the added quantity through transportation of the product from plants less 
the quantity transported from that warehouse to customers.    
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Balance constraint at customers: 
                 ∑ ∑ ∑             ∑ ∑ ∑                                                      (3.5)  
Constraint Equation 3.5 is a balance constraint which ensures that for each product, at each 
customer and in each period, the sum of demand and backlogged quantity must be equal to the 
sum of the quantity of that product shipped from plants and DCs/warehouses to that customer 
at that period.   
∑ ∑                      ∑ ∑                                                                      (3.6) 
Equation 3.6 is demand satisfaction constraint. This constraint demonstrates that the sum of 
the quantity of each product produced and outsourced in all plants over the entire planning 
horizon must be equal to the total demand for that product at all customers over the entire 
planning horizon. This constraint is called demand satisfaction constraint.    
Upper-bound and lower-bound constraints: 
Equations 3.7 to 3.20 shown below represent upper-bound and lower-bound constraints for 
the proposed model.  
∑ ∑ ∑             
                                                            (3.7) 
Constraint Equation 3.7 is the called the minimum contribution of each supplier. This 
constraint ensures that the total quantity of raw material procured from each supplier by 
manufacturing plants over the entire planning horizon must be at least equal to the minimum 
allowed purchase quantity from supplier s during the planning horizon (  
   ). This constraint 
limits the model from allocating low values (lower than   
   ) to       because each supplier has 
its own minimum order quantity policy over the planning horizon and orders, which does not 
meet the minimum order quantity may not be accepted by the supplier.  
 
  ̅
     ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑              ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑               ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                             
(3.8) 
Constraint Equation 3.8 is called minimum contribution of each transport carrier. The 
Equation ensures the minimum contribution of each transport provider. Similar to the 
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minimum contribution constraint of each supplier (Equation 3.7), a minimum quantity needs 
to be allocated to each transport provider over the entire planning horizon. 
             
                        
                                                                           (3.9) 
In addition to constraint Equation 3.7 which limits the model in the procurement of raw 
material over the entire planning horizon, constraint Equation 3.9 ensures that if, in period t, 
supplier s is chosen to supply raw material c to plant p, then, the quantity of supply must be 
equal or more than the minimum procurement quantity and less than or equal to the maximum 
procurement quantity. This constraint is different from constraint Equation 3.7 as it limits 
supply of each raw material from each supplier to each manufacturing plant at each period.   
                                                                                               (3.10) 
Constraint Equation 3.10 ensures that the regular-time production quantity of product i in 
plant p in period t is less than or equal to the maximum capacity of regular-time production 
for that product at that plant at that period (     .     
       ̅                                                                                               (3.11) 
Constraint Equation 3.11 ensures that the overtime production quantity of product i in plant p 
in period t is less than or equal to the maximum capacity of overtime production for that 
product at that plant at that period ( ̅    .    
                                                                                                     (3.12) 
Constraint Equation 3.12 demonstrates that the maximum quantity of product i outsourced by 
plant p in period t must be less than or equal to the maximum capacity for outsourcing that 
product in that plant at that period (     . 
                                                                                                        (3.13) 
Constraint Equation 3.13 ensures that the values allocated to the storage quantity of raw 
material c in plant p is less than or equal to the maximum holding capacity of component c in 
plant p in period t (     .  
       ̅                                                                                                  (3.14) 
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Similar to constraint Equation 3.13, constraint Equation 3.14 ensures that the storage quantity 
of finished product i in plant p is less than or equal to the maximum holding capacity of 
component i in plant p in period t ( ̅    .  
             ̅   
                                                                                         (3.15) 
Constraint Equation 3.15 shows that the stored quantity of finished product i in 
DC/warehouse w at each period must be less than or equal the sum of the maximum capacity 
of DC and warehouse w for storing product i in period t.    
                 
                             
                                                                (3.16) 
           ̅      
                         ̅      
                                                                (3.17) 
           ̿      
   
                      ̿      
   
                                                               (3.18) 
Constraint Equations 3.16 to 3.18 demonstrate that the quantity of finished product i 
transported at each planning period from each route such as shipment from plan p to 
DC/warehouse w, direct shipment from plant p to customer, and shipment from 
DC/warehouse w to customer e, must be between the minimum and maximum transport 
quantities. This is obviously subject to the selection of a route which is determined by the 
three binary variables (i.e.        ,         ,          .     
                                                                                                           (3.19) 
Constraint Equation 3.19 ensures that the maximum level of backlogging is not violated. In 
other words, as backlogging level is an indicator of service level, this constraint ensures that 
minimum acceptable service level requirement is satisfied. This level is normally defined in 
customer service policy of organisations and varies from one industry to another. For 
instance, a hospital may set the service level for its emergency service to a high level such as 
98%, whereas a timber manufacturer may realise that a lower level such as 85% might be 
reasonable. In research problem, reducing backlogging level means increasing the service 
level. However, a maximum backlogging level (or minimum service level) must be met and 
this constraint satisfies this requirement.    
                                                                                              (3.20) 
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Constraint Equation 3.20 is the non-negativity constrains of continuous decision variables 
which ensure that all the continuous decision variables are positive values.  
The proposed MINLP model has T[P(4I+CS+C)+I(W+E+LM(PW+WE+PE))] continuous 
independent variables and T[W+P(1+CS)+ILM(PW+WE+PE)] binary independent variables 
(including T(P+W) binary variables Type I) , CSPT continuous dependent variables and IWT 
binary dependent variables.  
 
3.3 BACKGROUND TO THE CROSS ENTROPY METHOD 
Since World War II, Discrete Event Simulation (DES) has been used as one of the dominant 
techniques in operations research. This technique is based on virtually generating similar 
situation as a real world system using computers. By the development of DES, many different 
simulation-based optimisation algorithms were introduced over the last decades. GA, Tabu 
Search, Ant Colony, and recently introduced Cross Entropy (CE) are examples of the 
developed algorithms (Eshragh 2011). Although DES-type techniques have found many 
applications in different fields of research, the final solution found by using these techniques 
is not often global optimum and is rather local. The CE method is a simple and efficient 
method which can be applied to a large variety of optimisation problems, particularly NP-hard 
combinatorial problems (Rubinstein and Kroese 2004).  
The CE method has been successfully applied to different applications for rare event 
simulation solving combinatorial optimisation (Alon et al. 2005; Bendavid and Golany 2011; 
Chepuri and Homem-de-Mello 2005). Alon et al. (2005) used CE to solve the buffer 
allocation problem. The technique was applied to a number of test problems and the results 
were compared to the exact optimal solutions found by Vouros and Papadopoulos (1998) for 
the same problem. The CE method was found to be a fast technique and in almost all problem 
instances the relative error was found to be less than one percent.  
Bendavid and Golany (2011) applied the CE method to a project scheduling problem. 
Promising results were also achieved when the method was applied in solving vehicle routing 
problems (Chepuri and Homem-de-Mello 2005; Wang and Qiu 2012). 
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3.3.1 The standard Cross Entropy method 
Rubinstein (1997, 1999) introduced and applied the CE method as an advanced method for 
both combinatorial and continuous optimisation. The CE method is a an approach which grew 
out of a procedure to find an optimal Importance Sampling (IS) measure by the use of 
projecting a parameterised probability distribution using the CE method to measure the 
distance from the optimum value (de Boer et al. 2005; Jun et al. 2010; Rubinstein and Kroese 
2004).  
Rare event simulation is an interesting method in DES. Rare events are defined as the events 
which have rare or very small probabilities. The degree by which this small probability is 
determined is called the degree of rarity. The nature of a problem is very important in 
determining the degree of rarity and this degree normally varies between 10
-6
 and 10
-10
 
(Eshragh 2011). As the degree of rarity may depend on the context of the problem, no unified 
theory is available to fully categorise rare events. However, Large Deviation techniques are 
one of the well-known techniques addressing rare events (Dembo and Zeitouni 1998).  
The following illustration is used to clarify the concept of Large Deviation techniques 
(Bucklew 2004). Let {  }   
  be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i. i. d.) 
random variables with a common mean of    . If  ̅  is defined as  ̅   
 
 
 ∑   
 
   , then, 
Equation 3.21 can be developed based on Strong Law of Large Numbers (Ross 1998): 
      
   
 ̅          (3.21) 
Now, for any     , it is evident that the probability    | ̅   |     tends to zero as m 
tends to infinity. Therefore, this event is rare if m is large. However, Cramér‘s theorem states 
that the behaviour of the above probability can be interpreted as demonstrated by Equation 
3.22 (Bucklew 2004; Dembo and Zeitouni 1998). 
      
 
 
      | ̅   |              (3.22) 
In which,      represents a convex function of  . This can be observed from the above 
Equation that if, for example, the common distribution of random variables            is 
standard normal with    , then Equation 3.23 is reduced to the following Equation.   
      
 
 
     | ̅ |      
  
 
    (3.24) 
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Before elaborating the CE method, the concept of IS needs to be elaborated. IS is a technique 
which reduces the variance in DES (Rubinstein and Kroese 2004). The following example is 
used to explain the application of IS in rare events simulation. Let X and    represent are a 
random variable and a parameter vector, respectively. If X possesses the probability density 
function (pdf)        , then a real function  can be presented as: 
                  
                {      }   
                           ∫  {      }          , 
in such a way that  ,   and   are respectively a real number, a real-valued function and an 
indicator function. To estimate      using Monte Carlo simulation when having some known 
real number   and real-valued function  , an i.i.d. sample            from pdf         is 
required to be collected then the below Equation is used: 
     ̂  
 
 
 ∑ { (  )  }
 
   
 
According to the above Equation, proving that the event {      } is rare and the value of 
  is not large enough, then it can be stated that  {      } will become zero for almost all 
observations in the sample and obtaining a precise estimate is not possible. In other words, a 
huge sample size is needed to achieve a precise estimate. Now, in order to obtain an accurate 
estimate with even a medium sample size IS can be applied.  Assume that random variable   
has pdf  . Thus, the following can be developed: 
    {      }
       
    
  ∫  {      }
       
    
        
                             ∫  {      }           
                                                                                        
which demonstrates that using some other pdf like  , this is possible to estimate the value of 
unknown parameter     . This means that Equation 3.26 can be developed considering 
          be an i.i.d. sample of pdf  :  
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    ̂  
 
 
 ∑ { (  )  }
 
   
 (     )
 (  )
                                                  
where,     ̂  is an unbiased estimator of     . To determine a suitable pdf   so the event 
{      } is not a rare event anymore, the variance of estimator     ̂  needs to be minimised. 
By analytically solving the aforementioned minimisation problem, the unique optimum 
solution is illustrated by pdf    calculated using the following Equation (Rubinstein  and 
Melamed 1998):   
      
       
    
  {      } 
The above pdf,   , is known as the optimal importance sampling density. Now, if the value of 
this pdf is known, only one observation is needed to accurately determine an accurate 
estimation. For verifying this, assume that from    the random observation   is produced. 
Then, we may have the following: 
    ̂  
 
 
 ∑ { (  )  }
 
   
 
 (     )
  (  )
 
            { (  )  } 
        
      
 
               
        
        
    
    
 
                
However, as      is unknown, determining    by     is not possible. Thus, to overcome 
this problem, the CE method is applied. CE has the capability to find the closest pdf to   . 
Thus, this auxiliary problem seeks for a pdf   which is close enough to importance sampling 
density   . To clarify this, we consider a distribution family  , and assume that   belongs to 
this family so that            , in which the parameter vector   is called the reference 
parameter vector. Thus, all the calculations have to be performed on the reference parameter 
vector. In order to simplify the preceding Equations, the following likelihood ratio needs to be 
defined:   
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Therefore, Equations 3.25 and 3.26 can now be reformulated as: 
         {      }            , 
    ̂  
 
 
 ∑  { (  )  }
 
               . 
At this stage, a tool is needed for measuring the distance between the two different pdfs (i.e. 
 and  ) For this purpose, Ali-Silvey distance is used which is one of the best tools to 
determine the distance between the two pdfs.  Let  
            * (
    
    
)+  
                              ∫ (
    
    
)           
In the above Equation,   is an increasing convex function on   and   is a continuous convex 
function on   . One special case of Ali-Silvey defining the distance between  and   is called 
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) or Cross-Entropy which is illustrated using the following 
Equation:   
          ∫   (
    
    
)          
 Therefore, in order to determine the closest pdf to importance sampling density   , the below 
Equation showing a minimisation problem needs to be solved: 
   
 
{                } 
As the value of    is unknown, similar difficulty may be encountered again in determining the 
solution for the above minimisation problem. However, to overcome this difficulty, 
Rubinstein (1997) introduced an adaptive recursive called Cross Entropy method, which can 
be applied to find an appropriate pdf which is close enough to   .   
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3.3.2 The standard CE method for combinatorial optimisation 
Rubinstein (1999) adapted the CE method to become an advanced approach for solving 
combinatorial optimisation. To clarify the application of CE in solving combinatorial 
problems, Rubinstein and Kroese (2004) present several examples including the well-known 
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP).  In this section we present the procedure by which this 
problem can be solved using CE. 
To clarify the application of the CE in solving combinatorial problems, Rubinstein and 
Kroese (2004) present several examples including the well-known Travelling Salesman 
Problem (TSP).  The TSP is one the famous combinatorial optimisation problems. A simple 
TSP problem is illustrated here to highlight the procedure of the CE method in solving such 
problems. Having n cities, a traveling salesman wishes to start from the home city and visits 
all other cities exactly once and finishes the tour by returning to the home city. The travel 
route is called a tour, represented by T. Knowing the distance between each pair of cities, the 
travelling salesman wishes to find the shortest overall distance. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 
concerned TSP problem. 
Let G be a weighted graph which includes   nodes,        . Each node demonstrates a city 
and each edge demonstrates the path between two cities. Depending on the length of the path, 
a weight or cost Wij is allocated to each edge (from i to j). Thus, the weight or cost is the 
indicator of the length of the path. The problem is to determine the shortest tour while 
meeting each city once (only the starting city being also the terminating city is visited twice). 
Figure 3.2 represents the problem visually.  
Having   nodes in the problem, a     transition probability matrix    can be developed in 
which the    
 is the probability of travelling via arc       from node  . Now, the probability of 
generating the shortest travelling tour is sought. The following are the notions that need to be 
defined first: 
   : The arc length        
 : The random variable, travel route 
    : The overall length travelled through tour   
Different values may be assigned to   which are taken from the sample size of the entire 
possible tours.      can be calculated using the following Equation: 
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     ∑    
       
 
Now, we define      using the Equation below:  
                  
      {      }  
Assume that the value of   is small enough. In this case,      becomes a probability of a rare 
event. Therefore, following, similar to the Equations shown in section 3.3.1, a number of IS-
kind Equations are developed.  
         {      } 
        
       
  
 
 
Figure 3.1 TSP problem, visiting each city once except the starting/terminating city 
(Rubinstein and Kroese 2004) 
where    indicates the event of ―choosing  ‖. Assume that           are random tours 
which are from the transition probability matrix  , the value of      can be empirically 
estimated using the following Equation:   
    ̂  
 
 
 ∑ { (  )  }
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The best   needs to be determined here. For this purpose, let    be the unique shortest tour 
and            . Thus,    may be illustrated as                  . The 
best   is a permutation matrix in which its positive elements indicate the shortest tour   . 
Thus,  
    {
                  
                  
 
The values of     and            are however unknown. Therefore, the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence is used to approach the best probability matrix (Rubinstein and Kroese 2004): 
   
  
{        {      }              } 
 
where,    and     
  are respectively the transmission probability matrix at stage  , and the 
optimal solution of the previous stage (i.e. stage    ). The empirical form of the above 
maximisation problem can be written as Equation 3.27. 
   
  
{
 
 
∑ { (  )  }
 
   
              }                                                 
Using several instances Rubinstein  and Melamed (1998) demonstrated that if the function 
 {      } is  substituted with the Boltzmann function,  
     
  , this results into a considerable 
increase in the convergence speed in finding the optimal solution. Thus, the above 
maximisation problem, Equation 3.27, is converted to Equation 3.28.   
   
  
{
 
 
∑ 
      
 
 
   
              }                                                 
Now, the optimal solution of maximisation problem, Equation 3.28, can be found analytically 
as: 
     
  
∑  
      
               
∑  
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In which,      
  represents the optimal solution and                demonstrates the 
sum of all sets of tours travelling through the arc       chosen from the set of   generated 
tours.    is assumed as the length of the shortest tour which is found up to iteration  . 
The CE algorithm for solving this TSP is illustrated below (Rubinstein and Kroese 2004). 
Step 1. Select an initial probability distribution function     which has uniform 
distribution of elements in each raw. Generate   tours             from   . Sort 
them in the order of their length from the smallest to the largest. This generates the 
order statistics sequence                           which has the probability of:  
                                  
Now, consider the best   tours                    generated so far and then 
solve the below Equation: 
   
 
{
 
 
∑ 
        
 
 
   
  } 
In which a fixed value is assigned to   as presented in (Rubinstein and Kroese 2004). 
Designate the initial solution by   
 .  
Step 2. Using the best   tours obtained in earlier step, calculate   
  and    by means 
of the below Equations: 
     
  
∑  
      
  
 
              
∑  
        
  
  
   
 
               
  
where, in the latter Equation,   is defined as a smoothing parameter which can take a 
fixed vale between 0 and 1.    
Step 3. Generate   new tours            from    and repeat the first two steps 
again while replacing    with   and   
  with   
 . Designate the solution found in 
stage   by   .  
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Step 4. If the below condition is satisfied for any     and some  , say 4:   
               
then, STOP 
otherwise,  repeat Steps 2-4 again.  
Rubinstein and Kroese (2004) present an example applying CE method on TSP with 10 
nodes. The shortest tour is assumed to be                        
in this example.  Figure 3.3 shows that after only five iterations, the matrix    converges to a 
    matrix in which dominant pillars are related to the shortest tour. The figure also 
illustrates how the TSP problem is converged to an optimal point. 
 
3.3.3 A modified Cross-Entropy method 
The SC planning model shown in Section 3.3 is a nonlinear model which includes a nonlinear 
objective function (Equation 3.1) which includes both continuous and binary variables. To 
solve this model a modified CE method is designed in this section. Eshragh et al. (2011) 
developed a new approach to solve mixed integer nonlinear programming models, which was 
called the Projection-Adaptive Cross Entropy (PACE) method. 
For solving a nonlinear binary programming model using PACE approach, m samples of 0-1 
variables are generated at each iteration and among the samples only those resulting in a 
feasible region are considered. As binary variables become known, the nonlinear binary 
programming model is reduced to a linear programming model for each feasible solution. The 
resulted LP model is then solved using an LP solver and the corresponding optimal objective 
value is used to update the vector of probabilities as in a typical CE algorithm.  
However, to solve the proposed MINLP model in this study using PACE method, a number of 
major difficulties were encountered. As the proposed SC planning model has many 
constraints, it was observed that almost all randomly generated binary variables in the first 
sample of iteration 1 resulted in infeasible solutions. Therefore, it was found that updating the 
probability vector was not practical because no elite sample was generated due to the 
infeasibility of solutions.   
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This observation became the motivation for developing the novel modified CE method which 
has the ability to rectify the encountered problem and generate feasible solutions. This method 
exploits the geometric structure of feasible region in SC along with CE method. Clearly, the 
proposed SC planning problem must have feasible solutions when all binary variables Type । 
(            ) are equal to 1. This means that all the manufacturing plants and DCs are set to 
be open during the planning horizon and the SC operates with its full production and storage 
capacity.  
On the other hand, when all these binary variables are set to zero, the problem will be 
infeasible as all the manufacturing plants and DCs are set to be closed and accordingly the 
demand in the planning horizon cannot be satisfied. Therefore, initially, this procedure starts 
with allocating a value equal to 1 to all binary variables of Type । and then it tries to set these 
values equal to zero, adaptively, until no feasible solution is found. 
The proposed modified CE method starts by assigning a value of 1 to all binary variables 
Type ।. It is clear that in this initial iteration (Iteration 0), when all these binary variables are 
set to 1, all generated samples are feasible solutions and the objective values obtained through 
from the LP model are identical. In Iteration 1, only one of the Type । binary variables is set 
to zero randomly and all remaining binary variables are equal to 1. Thus, a sample is 
generated and the procedure of the standard CE method is used followed in order to evolve 
the mean objective value of the sample. Consequently, at iteration t, the number of zeros 
assigned to Type । is equal to t.  
In an iteration, the best found solution can be respected as the best found optimal solution 
unless a better objective value is acquired in the consecutive generation. To terminate 
searching for better solutions, a termination condition needs to be defined. This condition 
stops the algorithm when either of the following terminating conditions is reached: (1) in an 
iteration, no feasible solutions is generated or in other words all generated solutions are 
infeasible, (2) when the ratio of infeasible solutions generated in a sample reaches a pre-
determined value such as 95% of the overall population. Following, the procedure of the 
modified CE algorithm is outlined below:  
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Figure 3.2 TSP solved using CE method (Rubinstein and Kroese 2004) 
 Step 0. (Initialization). Allocate one to all binary variables Type । and reduce the 
MINLP model to a linear model. Solve the resulted linear model and find the 
corresponding optimal solution. Set this solution as the best found solution. Set the 
probability vector    equal to a vector comprising of all 0.5. Assign 0 to the iteration 
number t; 
 Step 1. Set      ; 
 Step 2. Normalize the updated probability of each component equal to zero using 
Equation 3.22.  
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Iteration 5 
raw1
raw2
raw3
raw4
raw5
raw6
raw7
raw8
raw9
raw10
raw1
raw2
raw3
raw4
raw5
raw6
raw7
raw8
raw9
raw10
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Iteration 6 
raw1
raw2
raw3
raw4
raw5
raw6
raw7
raw8
raw9
raw10
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Pr(The i
th
 component of      is equal to 0) 
        
∑          
  (3.22) 
 
By the use of Equation 3.22, generate a sample of binary variables which encompasses 
exactly t zeros. Only consider the ones which result in feasible solutions and 
accordingly reduce the nonlinear model to linear programming models. Solve the 
resulted linear programs and find an optimal solution for each model. If the best found 
solution found in this sample is better than the best found solution, replace the latter 
solution with the former one; 
 Step 3. Update the probability vector    base on the updating scheme illustrated in the 
CE algorithm;  
 Step 4. If the ratio of feasible solutions generated in Step 2 is less than r%, say 5%, 
STOP and introduce the best found solution as a local optimal solution; otherwise 
return to Step 1. 
Now, the following small and simple example as a MINLP model is demonstrated to illustrate 
the implementation of the modified CE algorithm: 
Minimize                     
Subject to:                  
and                     {   }. 
As mentioned, the modified CE method starts with the initial step in which all binary 
variables are set to one. Thus, in this example    and    are set to one. Furthermore, set the 
parameters of the CE method:    ,       ,     as well as initial probabilities      
        . Recalling      is equal to         , initially.  
In the initial step, as there is only one option for 0-1 variables, the only possible case for 
singleton sample of the initial step will be            . Therefore, the MINLP model 
reduces to the LP model illustrated below:  
Minimize             
Subject to:              
and             
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Because this feasible region has only three extreme points            ,             
and              , it can be easily seen that the minimum value is achieved at the latter 
extreme point which  its corresponding objective function is calculated as      .  
In the next step, a sample of size     needs to be generated from binary variables    and    
encompassing exactly one zero. In order to do this, the updated probability of binary variables 
need to be normalised:  
         
      
(      )         
    , 
and 
         
      
(      )         
    . 
Then, a random number from uniform distribution on interval (0,1) is generated. Now, if this 
random number lies on (0,          , the value of    is set to zero. Otherwise, the value of  
   is set to zero. Through the use of the ‗rand‘ command in MATLAB, the random number is 
generated as 0.472. As this value is less than 0.5, the value of    is set to zero. Thus, by 
generating            , the MINLP model is reduced to:  
Minimize               
Subject to:              
and           . 
It can be observed that only two exterime points existin in this feasible region including 
            and              . The minimum value of objective function is found 
to be obtained at the former extreme point with the corresponding value of objective 
function      . Therefore, so far, the last generated solution is respected as the best found 
solution. The probabilities are now updated follows:  
    
  
 
 
  , 
and 
    
  
 
 
  . 
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Accordingly, 
                              , 
and 
                              . 
In the next iteration, a sample of size one from the set of binary variables is taken which has 
exactly two zeros. However, by assigning zero to the two binary variables             
the feasible region becomes empty. Thus, at this stage, the modified CE algorithm is 
terminated.  
This can be clearly observed that the optimal value for the objective function, Z, was equal to 
0 which was found at (          . Thus, the global optimal solution of the example 
model is obtained at    
      
     and correspondingly    
      
    . Of course, this 
example was a simple example to only to demonstrate the implementation of the modified CE 
method. For solving large models, for example the SC planning model in this study, it is 
always possible to be trapped in some local optimal solutions which is a drawback of all 
meta-heuristic optimisation algorithms.  
 
3.4 SUMMARY 
A three-echelon SC planning problem with multiple flexibility options was explained in this 
chapter and a MINLP model was developed to mathematically formulate the integrated 
planning problem.  A novel approach, a modified CE method combined with CPLEX, was 
explained and the background to the CE method and its principals were discussed. This 
method is used for solving the model and the obtained results in the following chapter.   
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  CHAPTER 4
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION AND CASE STUDY 
 
In this chapter, a case company is introduced. Data from this industrial case study is used for 
the optimisation of the SC planning model and investigating the impacts of adjusting 
flexibility on the total cost and the service level.   
 
4.1 THE CASE COMPANY 
Founded in 1976, Arian Flange Supply (AFS) is a large manufacturer and distributor of a 
variety of mechanical components. The focus of the company is on the production and 
distribution of different types of flanges. AFS headquarter is located in Tehran, the capital 
city of Iran, besides which one of AFS‘s manufacturing plants is located.  
In addition to the manufacturing plant located beside the headquarter office, AFS owns three 
other manufacturing plants in three other major cities in the country. Also, the company owns 
six DCs located in different cities in the country. A number of rental warehouses are also 
available to be hired when more capacity is needed in certain periods. The products 
manufactured by the company are distributed to retailers located in different geographical 
locations in the country. Figure 4.1 illustrates the configuration of the studied SC. The figure 
shows that components can be supplied by a number of suppliers to manufacturing plants and 
the distribution of the finished products can be performed using direct and indirect routes 
from manufacturing plants to retailers by logistics providers. Section 4.4.1 provides 
information regarding the location of the manufacturing plants, self-owned DCs and rental 
warehouses as well as retailers. 
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Figure 4.1 The configuration of the SC 
AFS produces a wide range of flange products each of which belongs to a product family. The 
product families being offered by the company are as follows: welding neck, socket weld, slip 
on, threaded, lapped, orifice, blind and reducing flanges. These products have various 
applications from oil and gas to petrochemical and construction, to food and beverages 
industries. 
In addition to these product families, AFS produces flange products according to the 
specifications determined by customers (customised flanges). However, the manufacturing 
system used for the customised flanges is make-to-order in which products are produced once 
an order is placed. This research does not take into account customised products because of 
the manufacturing system used for the production of customised products and these product 
types are out of the scope of this research. 
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Depending on the application of flanges one of the following two main material types may be 
used in the production process: carbon steel or stainless steel. Carbon steel flanges may be 
used in both commercial and non-commercial sectors such as structural applications, 
construction, water and drainage applications, oil and gas industry, petrochemical industry 
and agriculture. Stainless steel flanges may be used in environments where corrosion 
resistance and strength are important. Food and beverages industry and construction industry 
are two example industries where stainless steel flanges are used.   
The historical data of AFS shows that demand for carbon steel products has been significantly 
higher than that of steel products which contributes to almost 81% of the overall annual sales 
of the company. Carbon steel welding neck (WN) flanges receive a higher demand in the 
market. WN flanges can be used for high pressure or high stress applications. This type of 
flange is joined to a piping system using butt welding. Due to the high level of demand 
existing for WN family, this product family is chosen as the focus of the current study. Four 
product types in this family which have the highest demand among others are targeted in this 
study. 
 
4.1.1 Manufacturing process 
A number of processes need to be performed in order to transform raw materials to finished 
products. The process flow shown in Figure 4.2 presents the entire manufacturing processes 
required for the production of the finished products. The raw materials used for production of 
the concerned flanges are carbon steel round and square bars. Production starts by cutting raw 
materials into pieces with specified length (thicknesses). The length of the pieces depends on 
the type of the product to be produced. This process is called cutting process and is normally 
done by means of gas cutting, shearing machine or sawing machine depending on different 
factors such as the thickness of the material. 
The next stage is the heating process in which metal pieces from the previous stage are heated 
to reach the required temperature needed for the subsequent stage or the shaping process. 
Once metal pieces are heated, they are ready to enter the shaping process. Throughout the 
shaping process the shape of the metal pieces are transformed into an approximate shape of 
the finished product using forging process. Forging is a metal working process used for 
shaping metals by means of localised compressive forces. Based on the temperature applied in 
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forging process, this process is categorised into three different families: cold, warm and hot. 
For the products concerned in this study, the latter type of forging process is used. 
Heat treatment is the next process in which the outputs from the previous stage are placed in 
heating chambers at high temperatures in order to achieve desired physical properties. The 
obtained outputs from this stage are called components and these components are ready for 
further processing using machinery equipment. The aforementioned processes normally 
consume a large amount of energy, particularly heating and heat treatment have the highest 
contribution, and therefore produce a high level of pollution. 
AFS does not produce any of the components in its manufacturing plants (i.e. no in-house 
production of the components) and the above explained processes are performed by AFS‘s 
external suppliers. Component suppliers are generally located in remote areas, usually far 
from residential areas and major cities, due to generating high environmental pollution in their 
manufacturing processes. This has been one of reasons that AFS procures its required 
components from external suppliers. In addition, manufacturing of the component, by the use 
of forging process, needs special equipment and expertise. AFS, however, has focused on its 
core competency which is precision fabrication using its advanced machinery equipment and 
highly skilled human resources. 
After the acquisition of components from its suppliers, AFS performs further processes in 
order to transform the components into finished products. These processes are outlined below 
and also shown in Figure 4.2: 
 Cutting: using manual and automatic lathe machines, components are machined and 
are cut into the precise size of the finished product. To do this, the company used 
different lathe machines including manual machines, numerical control (NC) 
machines, and computer numerical control (CNC) machines.       
 Drilling: the products from the cutting process (previous stage) are drilled and 
depending on the product specifications, a number of holes are made on the machined 
product. The company performs this task by means of fixtures and drilling tools being 
of manual and automated types. 
 Inspection and quality control: once products are passed though the drilling stage, they 
become ready for inspection and quality control. Using a variety of gages and 
measurement tools the dimensions and the quality of the products are inspected. These 
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tools include standard measurement apparatus such as verniers and micro-meters or 
specifically designed gages.  
 Marking: products are marked based on their specification. To mark the products 
specific marking machines are used which create numbers and letters on the surface of 
the products.   
 Packing: the inspected and marked products or finished products are packed. 
    
Figure 4.2 Process flow diagram 
4.2 DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY 
Data collection is respected as the first stage in conducting any numerical study. This stage is 
important because collecting inaccurate data may result in imprecise judgments and even 
inaccurate conclusions. Thus, the quality of input data highly impacts the accuracy and 
reliability of the results obtained.  
For the concerned case study, the required input data are categorised into six different 
categories relating to: facility location, components to be procured, products to be produced, 
demand data, capacity related data such as supply capacity, production capacity, storage 
capacity, and transportation capacity, as well as cost data. The above categories are described 
in the following sub-sections. 
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Location of the facilities 
The geographical location of all facilities including manufacturing plants, self-owned DCs 
and rented warehouses, and retailers are addressed by facility location data. This is important 
to note that the locations of suppliers of components are not taken into account because the 
procurement cost of a component offered by suppliers includes the shipping cost of 
components from suppliers to manufacturing plants.  
Products  
Data regarding the quantity and type of products to be produced at each manufacturing plant 
needs to be collected. In addition, the number and type of components needed for 
manufacturing of each finished product (BOM) is also needed.   
Components to be procured 
The products produced by AFS are made of components acquired from external suppliers. 
These components are semi-finished products which need further processing to become a 
finished product.  
Demand data 
Demand data is assumed to be known for the entire planning horizon in this study. However, 
the demand varies from one period to another and it is non-constant. Therefore, for the 
purpose of SC planning, it is assumed that the demand is deterministic and known. Therefore, 
demand uncertainty is out of the scope of this research. To assume a non-deterministic 
demand, one may use forecasting approaches such as moving average, exponential smoothing 
and trend projection methods.   
Cost data  
This set of data encompasses all cost data associated with procurement of components from 
suppliers, fixed and variable costs of production of finished products, holding (storage) cost 
of components and finished products in plants, holding cost of finished products in self-
owned DCs and rented warehouses, as well as transportations costs.   
Capacity data  
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This includes all data associated with supply capacity of suppliers, production capacity of 
manufacturing plants, storage capacity of plants for holding components and finished 
products in manufacturing plants, holding capacity of self-owned DCs and rental warehouses, 
as well as maximum allowed capacity associated with logistics providers. The capacity data 
have been reflected in the mathematical model in the form of constraints which have limited 
the search space of the optimisation problem. 
 
4.3 INPUT DATA 
Based on the data categories defined in the last section, this section provides the input data 
needed for the AFS case study. The data given in this section are either measured or estimated 
based on the average value from the operations performed in the AFS Company. This is 
important to note that some data are confidential to the company and cannot be disclosed.   
 
4.3.1 Location of the facilities 
AFS owns four manufacturing plants and six small and medium size DCs located in different 
geographical locations in the country. In addition to the self-owned DCs, AFS has the 
flexibility option to use rental warehouses which are used when holding capacity of a self-
owned DC is not sufficient for storing finished product in one or more periods. Rental 
warehouses are available in the vicinity of DCs. Therefore, the transportation cost of a certain 
product from a certain plant to a certain self-owned DC or to the rental warehouse located in 
the neighborhood of that DC is assumed to be similar. Similarly the transportation cost of a 
certain product from a certain self-owned DC to a certain retailer is assumed to be equivalent 
to the transportation cost of that product from the rental warehouse located in neighborhood 
of that DC to that retailer.  
The finished products produced in the manufacturing plants are distributed to five retailers 
located in different cities through DCs/warehouses or directly from the manufacturing plants. 
Table 4.1 outlines the locations of the manufacturing plants, DCs and retailers. 
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Table 4.1 Geographical location of manufacturing plants, DCs and retailers 
 Manufacturing plants DCs Retailers 
1 Tehran  Tehran Tehran  
2 Karaj Karaj Isfahan 
3 Isfahan Qazvin Mashhad  
4 Mashhad Isfahan  Tabriz 
5 --- Mashhad Bandar-e-Abbas 
6 --- Tabriz --- 
 
4.3.2 Products  
The company produces a range of flanges in the WN family. This study concerns about four 
types of products in this family which have higher demand in the market compared to the 
other products in this family. The four concerned WN flanges (products i1-i4) are shown in 
Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 WF products 
Product 
type 
 
Nominal 
size 
Outside 
diameter 
(o) 
Diameter at 
welding point 
(d) 
Height 
(h) 
Approximate 
weight 
Number of 
holes 
inch inch inch inch kg kg 
i1 4 9 4.5 3 7 8 
i2 6 11 6.6 3.5 11 8 
i3 8 13.5 8.6 4 18 8 
i4 10 16 10.7 4 24 12 
 
The table illustrates some of the important specifications of these products according to the 
dimensions shown in Figure 4.3. The figure and table show the design specification of the 
finished products.    
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Figure 4.3 Design specification of finished product 
Figures 4.4 to 4.7 show finished product i1 to i4, respectively. The figures provide the view of 
each product from two angles. The manufacturing plants listed in Table 4.1 are capable of 
manufacturing certain products. This is due to the limitations regarding equipment and human 
resources. However, due to the high level of demand existing for the concerned products (i1-
i4), all the manufacturing plants are equipped properly to produce these products. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Finished product i1 from top and bottom angle (from left to right) 
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Figure 4.5 Finished product i2 from top and bottom angle (from left to right) 
 
Figure 4.6 Finished product i3 from top and bottom angle (from left to right) 
 
Figure 4.7 Finished product i4 from top and bottom angle (from left to right) 
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4.3.3 Components to be procured 
The illustrated product types in Section 4.3.2 are each made of components provided by 
external suppliers. Each product is made of a single core component. These components are 
not produced in-house rather they are procured from external suppliers. AFS, therefore, 
procures four types of components ranging from c1 to c4 for manufacturing of its finished 
products. Table 4.3 illustrates the components used in each product type. 
Table 4.3 Components used for each product type 
Product type i1 i2 i3 i4 
Component c1 c2 c3 c4 
 
Listed components in the above table are supplied to AFS by the suppliers and these 
components need further manufacturing processes to be transformed to the finished products. 
The procured components normally have a rough surface and are slightly larger in 
dimension/size. Using machinery equipment the components are cut into precise sizes 
according to the specifications of the finished products. In addition, the components are 
drilled, inspected, marked and finally packed prior to be sent to the demand locations.  
A number of potential suppliers are available to the company to produce its required semi-
finished products or components. AFS had selected these suppliers by examining them 
against different criteria. Although the cost of procurement may be of significant importance 
to most of companies, other factors such as quality, reliability, responsiveness and so on may 
be more or less important to companies due to the high level of competition faced in today‘s 
business environment. The current study is not concerned about the selection criteria and/or 
supplier selection policy of AFS. Therefore, this study only concern about the prequalified 
suppliers. The procedure which AFS uses to allocate semi-finished products to its suppliers 
for a planning horizon is illustrated below: 
 The first step is to forecast the demand for the coming planning horizon, which is one 
year in this case. Different approaches may be used in forecasting the demand 
including exponential smoothing, moving average and so on. This study is not 
concerned about the demand forecasting approach which may be used by AFS and 
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assumes that demand data are available for tactical planning for the next planning 
horizon.   
 Once demand data are determined for the next planning horizon, they are used for the 
calculation of the overall quantity of components needed for the entire planning 
horizon.   
 The prequalified suppliers then provide quotations for producing the components.  
 Once all the quotes are received, based on price, credibility and other criteria, AFS 
decides which supplier might be most appropriate.  
 A contract is signed with the chosen supplier to supply the required components for 
the next planning horizon. 
 
This is important to note that some of these suppliers have had a long term history of being 
one of AFS suppliers and they are strategically important to the business. AFS tends to make 
a balance by allocating different product ranges to different suppliers. This case study only 
considered four of the finished products in one of the product families being offered by AFS. 
Other suppliers may also go through the same procedure to obtain contract for supplying other 
components for the other product ranges such as stainless steel flanges. 
 
4.3.4 Demand data 
Demand for the products produced by AFS is generated by the retailers. The planning horizon 
for the proposed tactical planning problem is one year and demand for each period is based on 
one month. Demand for finished products i1 to i4 is different from one period to another and 
also from one retailer to another. It was observed the maximum change in demand could 
reach up to 62% higher in few months in a year. The combined demand for products i1 to i4 is 
demonstrated in Table 4.4. 
 
4.3.5 Cost data  
This category of data addresses costs incurred in the concerned SC planning problem. Figure 
4.8 shows the organisation of cost-related data used in this study. 
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Supply  
The procurement cost of components varies from one supplier to another. Quantity discount 
may also be offered by some suppliers through applying discount to larger purchased-lots. 
Depending on the available capacity, suppliers may offer lower prices in certain periods and 
higher prices for other periods. The purchasing cost of the four components varies from one 
component to another, and from one supplier to another. Purchasing costs for the components 
are listed in Table 4.5. The maximum variation in the purchasing cost when components are 
purchased from different suppliers was observed to be around 20 percent.    
 
Table 4.4 Combined monthly demand for finished products 
Period 
(month) 
Combined monthly 
demand 
 
Period 
(month) 
Combined monthly 
demand 
January 19,939  July 32,268 
February 19,939  August 19,939 
March 26,890  September 26,890 
April 26,890  October 26,890 
May 19,939  November 32,268 
June 32,268  December 32,268 
 
The other cost in this category refers to the cost of purchasing the finished product from 
external suppliers. This provides the company with the opportunity to satisfy a part of the 
overall demand by the use of external suppliers. Thus, it refers to the flexibility of using 
make-and/or-buy decision by the manufacturer. Depending on the type of product, this cost 
was observed to be in a range of 25 to 31 percent higher than the average cost of an in-house 
manufactured finished product.  
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Table 4.5. Average purchasing cost for components 
Component Purchasing cost ($) 
c1 3.5 
c2 4.6 
c3 5.3 
c4 6.1 
 
Production 
 The fixed cost of opening and operating a manufacturing plant 
 The variable production cost for product i. This includes: labour cost in regular-time 
and overtime, storage cost of components and finished products, outsourcing cost of 
finished products, backordering or shortage cost. 
 The fixed cost of a manufacturing plant remains unchanged over the entire planning 
horizon. However, this cost is different from one plant to another due to the different 
overhead costs such as depreciation of equipment. The variable production cost also 
varies from one manufacturing plant to another due to the variation of cost elements 
such as labour cost and energy supply cost.  
The variable production cost for products are outlined in Table 4.6.  The cost data presented 
in this table can vary by around 17% depending on the plant the product is produced in.  
Table 4.6 Average production cost for finished products 
Product Production cost ($) 
i1 1.75 
i2 2.2 
i3 2.6 
i4 3.05 
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In addition, each manufacturing plant is equipped with some storage space for holding 
both components and finished products. The storage space for the components is used for 
storing components which are procured from the suppliers. Once the finished products are 
produced they may be stored in the storage space specified for finished products in each 
manufacturing plant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Cost data classification 
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Distribution 
 Opening cost of self-owned DC 
 Inventory holding cost of finished products in self-owned DCs and rental warehouses 
(tactical storage capacity expansion) 
 Transportation cost of finished products via each route (i.e. from manufacturing plants 
to DCs/warehouses or directly to retailers, and from DCs/warehouses to retailers) by 
logistics providers (multi-modal transport flexibility, multi-currier transport flexibility 
and multi-route transport flexibility) 
The average storage costs of finished products in DCs are illustrated in Table 4.7. The storage 
cost can vary by about 20% from one DC to another.   
Table 4.7. Average storage cost of finished products in DCs 
Product Storage cost ($) 
i1 0.6 
i2 0.74 
i3 0.87 
i4 0.99 
 
Transport companies offer different prices for transporting products at different periods. This 
is because in some periods they are busier and therefore a transport company may not wish to 
provide discount to its customers at that time period. This is also due to the capacity limitation 
of each transport company. The cost variation in different periods is up to 7 per cent.  
Large transport companies may offer higher prices due to their higher operating costs of 
business. The historical data of AFS indicates that when the company used a single transport 
company for transporting its finished products, a fixed price was charged per unit of a product 
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between two locations (e.g. between manufacturing plant p and DC w).  The transportation 
cost incurred by using these companies varies from one company to another.  
 
4.3.6 Capacity data 
In real-world SC planning problem, the capacity of SC participants are limited. However, 
obtaining accurate data for each participant in the SC may not be possible and therefore 
estimation may be used for data of this type. For instance, for determining the capacity of the 
plant, bottleneck in production was estimated and calculated and the data were compared with 
the historical data of the plant to ensure that the obtained capacity complies with the capacity 
found using the historical data. Figure 4.9 organises the capacity-related data used for the 
current study. 
Supply 
The capacity of suppliers supplying components to manufacturing plants needs to be known. 
This capacity may not be easy to obtain as suppliers do not wish to disclose their capacity to 
their customers. However, as each supplier has a limited capacity, this capacity was 
determined using historical data, integration and estimation.  
AFS selected a number of strategic suppliers and this decision has been made at the strategic 
level. One of the criteria that AFS used for assessing its suppliers is their supply capacities. 
The supply capacity was estimated based on the bottleneck in producing semi-finished 
products. As AFS also had historical data of supply for some of its suppliers, these data were 
then compared with previously estimated capacities. As discussed before in the first chapter, 
four scenarios are considered in this study. In some of these scenarios, more than one supplier 
is used. Thus, for these scenarios, the capacity data of suppliers were integrated and the 
cumulative capacity was calculated.    
Production 
Production capacities address production in both regular-time and overtime. In addition the 
outsourcing capacity of the finished products is also considered. It is not also possible to 
obtain capacity data from the suppliers of finished products such as for the component 
suppliers. However, the outsourcing capacity is estimated and determined by the company. 
This is determined as a strategic level decision making because the company does not want to 
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lose its core competency and therefore limits the allowed outsourcing quantity over the 
planning horizon.  
The finished products can be either produced in regular-time or overtime in these 
manufacturing plants. This provides AFS the opportunity to tactically expand its production 
capacity in each and every period and therefore offers this flexibility option to increase its 
production to meet demand fluctuations in certain periods. Regular-time is available for each 
plant five days a week, eight hours a day.  
Production capacity varies from one product to another and from one manufacturing plant to 
another and is summarised in Table 4.8. The production capacity of plants was calculated 
based on the bottleneck during the machining process. The production capacity data shown in 
this table can vary by almost 10% from one month to another. Should further production be 
needed, overtime can be used which increases daily capacity by about 18% which means 
adding another one and half hours production capacity per day on top of the regular-time 
production hours. 
Table 4.8 Average production capacity 
Product 
Average production capacity (units/month) 
i1 i2 i3 i4 
p1 1780 2373 1780 712 
p2 1068 771 2990 1661 
p3 1780 1602 1637 1803 
p4 1305 1186 712 569 
  
Distribution 
As shown in Figure 4.9, this category addresses the holding capacity of DCs/warehouses as 
well as transportation capacity of transport companies.  DCs allocated to the distribution of 
finished products have limited capacity for storing each type of product. Limited space is also 
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allocated to each product type and is known as the capacity of the DC to hold product i. The 
data associated with the capacity allocated to each finished product concerned in this study 
were obtained from the company.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 The organisation of Capacity-related data 
Capacity 
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The holding capacity of warehouses for storing finished products depends on the space 
availability in warehouses in each period. Warehouses are used to increase the flexibility of 
storing more products when needed.  
In addition to the holding capacity of finished products, the transportation capacity is also 
limited and known. This capacity is different from one transport provider to another and 
depends on the mode and route used. Although the cost of transportation may be more in 
large transport companies, they may have a higher capacity which can be allocated to their 
transport activities. 
 
4.4 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 
In 2010 and 2011, AFS procured its required components c1 to c4 from one of its qualified 
supplier for manufacturing i1-i4 in the corresponding planning horizon. The company relied on 
only one supplier and it means that no flexibility in terms of sourcing decision was available 
to the company for production of i1-i4. The supplier delivered the components to the 
manufacturing plants and the shipment cost of components from the supplier to the plants was 
included in the overall cost of components.  
The use of a single supplier may be attractive to enterprises because it can primarily reduce 
the procurement cost. The allocation of one supplier to supply the components allows the 
supplier to enjoy economies of scale and reduce its total cost. In addition, some suppliers may 
offer discount for the purchase of large lots in some period in order to fill their idle capacity in 
those periods. In this case, the supplier can reduce its variable cost as it maintains the utilised 
capacity to a certain level.  
In addition, the supplier can optimise its own production activities and allocate production to 
its available capacity in an optimal manner in order to satisfy the demand in the planning 
horizon. For instance, if idle capacity is available in some periods in the planning horizon, the 
supplier may decide to produce the components and store them in order to utilise its capacity 
and satisfy the demand of next periods.  
However, in case of demand interruptions, the supplier may not be able to maintain its service 
level by delaying in supply of the components to the manufacturing plants. The historical data 
of the company for this year confirmed that in some periods, the supplier had not been able to 
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keep up with demand increase in those periods. This is mostly due to the capacity limitations 
of the supplier to increase its supply in the periods in which the demand increases.   
To maintain the service level and respond more quickly to demand fluctuations, AFS decided 
to investigate the use of multiple suppliers for the purpose of improving flexibility.  
This change could improve supply flow especially when demand fluctuations and 
interruptions occurred. Thus, instead of only using one supplier, AFS selected two more 
qualified suppliers. All the three suppliers were capable of producing c1 to c4 (cross-functional 
suppliers). AFS allocates at least two suppliers for each component to ensure continuous 
supply flow and achieve prompt respond to the fluctuating market demand.    
The focus of the analysis in this section will be on the adjustment of SC flexibility for the 
production and distribution of the concerned products at AFS. The value of two flexibility 
options are investigated including single versus multiple supplier, which refers to supply 
flexibility dimension, and single versus multiple logistics provider, which refers to logistics 
flexibility dimension. To evaluate the performance of the SC, two important performance 
indicators are used as the overall cost as well as the service level which can be represented by 
backlogging cost. In addition, the change in SC cost components including procurement, 
production and distribution are also demonstrated.    
The objective is to investigate how supply flexibility option and logistics flexibility option in 
individual and integrated forms can have influences on the overall SC performance during a 
planning horizon of one year made up of twelve one-month periods. The four SC flexibility 
scenarios are represented below: 
Scenario 1: the first scenario concerns no sourcing decision and multi-carrier transport 
flexibility option: this is how AFS operated during the years 2010 and 2011. A single 
supplier whom AFS was in strategic relationship with, provided all the required raw 
flanges for the production of the concerned flanges. In transport, a single logistics 
provider was contracted to handle all transport operations in all routes for the entire 
year. 
Scenario 2: this scenario concerns the sourcing decision flexibility: using three 
suppliers for the procurement of raw flanges. Each supplier is able to manufacture the 
four concerned product types. Handling transport operations is done by the single 
logistics provider used in the first scenario.   
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Scenario 3: the third scenario concerns multi-carrier transport flexibility: hiring three 
transport carriers, primarily relying on local providers. In this scenario, the supplier 
used in the first scenario remains the only supplier of the components.  
Scenario 4: the forth scenario concerns integrated sourcing decision and multi-carrier 
transport flexibility: incorporating both multiple supplier and multiple carrier 
strategies to examine global SC flexibility. Thus, in this scenario three suppliers and 
three logistics providers are used to respectively supply components to the 
manufacturing plants and perform transport operations for the finished products. 
The proposed mathematical model and the modified CE solution method were coded in 
MATLAB 7.14 recalling CPLEX for solving the resulting MILP models. The proposed 
MINLP model deals with a number of continues and binary variable which are different for 
each scenario. This is because the number of suppliers and/or logistics providers varies from 
one scenario to another.  
The following inputs are however similar for all the four scenarios explained above: four 
product types, four key components, four manufacturing plants, six DCs, two transport 
modes, five customers or markets and 12 time periods. Using this range of input data from the 
case study the number of continuous independent variables can be calculated using Equation 
4.1. 
Continuous independent variables = T[P(4I+CS+C)+I(W+E+LM(PW+WE+PE))]   (4.1)
   
The value of input parameters under each scenario is shown in Table 4.9. These values are 
used to calculate the number of continuous independent variables for each scenario.  
Table 4.9 The value of input parameters 
Scenario 
number 
S P W E I C L M T 
1 1 4 6 5 4 4 1 2 12 
2 3 4 6 5 4 4 1 2 12 
3 1 4 6 5 4 4 3 2 12 
4 3 4 6 5 4 4 3 2 12 
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According to Table 4.9 and using Equation 4.1, the overall number of continuous independent 
variables can be calculated. For scenario 1, the number of continuous independent variables is 
obtained as:  
Continuous independent variables for Scenario 1 = 
12×[4×(4×4+4×1+4)+4×(6+5+1×2×(4×6+6×5+4×6))]= 8784 
Moreover, to calculate the number of binary independent variables including T(P+W) binary 
variables Type I, Equation 4.2 can be applied.  
Binary independent variables = T[W+P(1+CS)+ILM(PW+WE+PE)]  (4.2) 
 
Using Equation 4.2 and by applying the data shown in Table 4.10 the number of binary 
independent variables can be calculated. For scenario 1, this value can be calculated as: 
Binary independent variables for Scenario 1 = 
12×[6+4×(2+4×1)+4×1×2×(4×6+6×5+4×5)= 7560 
The same procedure was used for calculating the number of continuous independent decision 
variables and binary independent variables for Scenario 2, Scenario 3 and Scenario 4. Thus, 
the first scenario which uses a single supplier and a single logistics provider encompasses 
8,784 continuous variables and 7,560 binary variables.  The second scenario which uses three 
suppliers and a single logistics provider has 9,168 continues variables and 7,944 binary 
variables, respectively. The third scenario which uses three logistics providers and procures 
components from a single supplier comprises of 22,992 continuous variables and 21,768 
binary variables and, finally, the last scenario uses three component suppliers and three 
logistics providers and encompasses 23,376 continuous variables and 22,152 binary variables.  
 
4.5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Numerical results found for the scenarios 1 to 4 are demonstrated in Tables 4.10 to 4.13, 
respectively. For scenario 1 are presented in Table 4.10. Each row of the table presents the 
iteration number, number of feasible solutions found in each iteration, cost data as well as best 
solution found, and best solution found in iteration number. The table shows that the model 
arrives at the best-found solution in iteration 23.  
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The more detailed illustration of the obtained results is shown in Appendix A. As the 
objective function of the developed model in Section 3.2.3 is to minimise the total cost of the 
SC, the total cost found at each iteration is compared to the previous best-found solution. The 
table reveals that for the first scenario, no better solution is found after iteration 23. This also 
indicates that the best solution found in this scenario is achieved by closing 22 plants/DCs 
(type one binary variables). It can be observed that after iteration 23, closing more plants/DCs 
did not result in finding a better solution having lower total cost and the last iteration only 
finds three feasible solutions. The total cost is reduced by about 8.5% in this scenario.  
The results achieved for the second scenario with supply flexibility is shown in Table 4.11. It 
can be seen that the best-found solution was obtained in iteration 25. In this iteration, 24 
binary variables of Type I become zero and no better solution was found after this iteration 
and the last iteration only finds four feasible solutions. The total cost in this scenario is 
reduced by almost 11%.  
Table 4.12 shows the results obtained for the third scenario which incorporates multi-carrier 
transport flexibility. It can be observed from the table that in this scenario the best-found 
solution was reached in iterations 23 and the last iteration only finds four feasible solutions. 
Also, the overall cost reduction is observed to be about 7.8%.  
The results obtained for the last scenario are illustrated in Table 4.13. It can be observed that 
the best-found solution in this scenario is gained in iteration 25 and the last iteration finds five 
feasible solutions. The total cost reduction is found to be around 10.7% which is close to that 
found for the second scenario.  
4.5.1 Comparison of the results obtained for the four scenarios 
To find out the impacts of adding flexibility on the cost components of the SC, the best-found 
solutions for each scenario need to be compared to each other. Table 4.14 demonstrates the 
best solution found for the concerned scenarios. It can be seen from the table that the first 
scenario generates the minimum total cost among the other scenarios. Figure 4.10 compares 
the convergence rate under the four studied scenarios.   
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Table 4.10 Numerical results for Scenario 1 
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1 100 12653470 5878221 3810591 1432889 1531769 12653470 1 
2 100 12543251 5879838 3710855 1430442 1522116 12543251 2 
3 100 12439054 5879748 3605824 1419665 1533817 12439054 3 
4 100 12380108 5891598 3528686 1424972 1534852 12380108 4 
5 100 12325297 5887952 3536547 1427375 1473423 12325297 5 
6 100 12244244 5886946 3455437 1451388 1450473 12244244 6 
7 100 12242861 5884839 3517230 1431194 1409598 12242861 7 
8 100 12115593 5954690 3222379 1429792 1508732 12115593 8 
9 100 12126246 5959181 3327167 1425737 1414161 12126246 9 
10 100 12085675 5959118 3245921 1435985 1444651 12085675 10 
11 99 12109781 5967318 3314394 1445573 1382496 12085675 10 
12 94 11965766 5949581 3249518 1434261 1332406 11965766 12 
13 65 12113949 6127109 3253042 1395101 1338697 11965766 12 
14 84 11838803 5926231 3253633 1419139 1239800 11838803 14 
15 90 11853170 6050173 2960737 1440774 1401486 11838803 14 
16 62 11795282 5971749 3130027 1456630 1236876 11795282 16 
17 33 11813688 5968084 3175341 1453337 1216926 11795282 16 
18 62 11713312 5995899 2982715 1437945 1296753 11713312 18 
19 34 11651893 5960785 3204338 1435278 1051492 11651893 19 
20 25 11706166 6062586 3091812 1420090 1131678 11651893 19 
21 15 11732222 6066355 3028780 1530911 1106176 11651893 19 
22 13 11730466 6071533 3161889 1433733 1063311 11651893 19 
23 26 11477438 5999912 3060722 1415085 1001719 11477438 23 
24 14 11632261 6075648 2991207 1454036 1111370 11477438 23 
25 6 11567046 5991696 2860009 1506656 1208685 11477438 23 
26 3 11732840 6124015 3046781 1571837 990207 11477438 23 
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Table 4.11 Numerical results for Scenario 2 
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1 100 13307334 6399605 3853605 1538823 1515301 13307334 1 
2 100 13117488 6198169 3797616 1567115 1554588 13117488 2 
3 100 13048030 6212457 3792733 1539235 1503605 13048030 3 
4 100 13045056 6261232 3686858 1571557 1525409 13045056 4 
5 100 12956129 6240459 3693581 1554947 1467142 12956129 5 
6 100 12862965 6260341 3594360 1556590 1451674 12862965 6 
7 100 12832195 6257772 3522242 1527884 1524297 12832195 7 
8 100 12753871 6324760 3486639 1524650 1417822 12753871 8 
9 100 12719821 6295229 3459942 1542385 1422265 12719821 9 
10 100 12663390 6260600 3414815 1540768 1447207 12663390 10 
11 100 12622366 6330203 3383511 1538684 1369968 12663390 10 
12 100 12439324 6314697 3239659 1543291 1341677 12439324 12 
13 95 12628478 6507802 3268323 1484462 1367891 12439324 12 
14 90 12536675 6394073 3349604 1522521 1270477 12536675 14 
15 100 12537826 6627748 3144012 1478497 1287569 12536675 14 
16 90 12321160 6282760 3212370 1548611 1277419 12321160 16 
17 75 12138720 6219068 3191551 1532028 1196073 12138720 17 
18 95 12140512 6275644 3123949 1536314 1204605 12140512 18 
19 85 12101280 6148195 3192166 1561840 1199079 12101280 19 
20 65 12291179 6441434 3252682 1522135 1074928 12101280 19 
21 55 12220352 6418516 3123810 1585649 1092377 12101280 19 
22 35 12102423 6316158 3141645 1503731 1140889 12102423 22 
23 40 12072793 6385316 3309128 1473052 905297 12102423 22 
24 40 12197120 6540977 3119557 1464964 1071622 12102423 22 
25 35 11801439 6353692 2857536 1527132 1063079 11801439 25 
26 17 11977062 6561208 2851182 1457713 1106959 11801439 25 
27 5 12435854 6985771 3016342 1489382 944359 11801439 25 
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Table 4.12 Numerical results for Scenario 3 
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1 100 12780106 5884797 3805980 1556130 1533199 12780106 1 
2 100 12695932 5885699 3707435 1557025 1545773 12695932 2 
3 100 12641342 5886115 3704775 1556984 1493468 12641342 3 
4 100 12521589 5909913 3502919 1570707 1538050 12521589 4 
5 100 12469362 5896988 3505521 1566458 1500395 12469362 5 
6 100 12487743 5969579 3467466 1538392 1512306 12469362 5 
7 90 12443715 5931668 3534418 1551188 1426441 12443715 7 
8 95 12372839 5966445 3343224 1555843 1507327 12372839 8 
9 100 12216579 5902018 3315326 1590931 1408304 12216579 9 
10 95 12322555 6050711 3279798 1535603 1456443 12216579 9 
11 100 12052956 5959349 3050796 1582208 1460603 12052956 11 
12 95 12158253 5946469 3231757 1605028 1374999 12052956 11 
13 75 12095383 5990171 3240232 1545610 1319370 12095383 13 
14 95 12026983 5965656 3202677 1623372 1235278 12026983 14 
15 100 12025925 6047503 3171677 1531104 1275641 12026983 14 
16 80 11952682 5951062 3302255 1578922 1120443 11952682 16 
17 65 11890586 5993418 3164428 1565814 1166926 11890586 17 
18 65 11923434 5981406 3264301 1575456 1102271 11890586 17 
19 80 11729582 6027220 2980185 1581908 1140269 11729582 19 
20 60 12000138 6116838 3322626 1564215 996459 11729582 19 
21 65 11890853 6017352 2963332 1718296 1191873 11729582 19 
22 55 11870540 6134338 3235358 1514396 986448 11729582 19 
23 45 11727000 5986031 3237102 1552371 951496 11727000 23 
24 31 11840944 6144110 2950845 1637765 1108224 11727000 23 
25 13 11892126 6028027 3095921 1679539 1088639 11727000 23 
26 4 11974991 6115654 3072401 1645027 1141909 11727000 23 
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Table 4.13 Numerical results for Scenario 4 
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1 100 13139821 6179617 3850943 1585675 1523586 13139821 1 
2 100 13019638 6078504 3787134 1622928 1531072 13019638 2 
3 100 12925241 6035319 3696255 1650310 1543357 12925241 3 
4 100 12899450 6112333 3689043 1592196 1505878 12899450 4 
5 100 12836949 6050617 3616787 1632398 1537147 12836949 5 
6 100 12723359 6082168 3484984 1635459 1520748 12723359 6 
7 100 12677976 6037092 3602127 1598112 1440645 12677976 7 
8 100 12644855 6279285 3263763 1589529 1512278 12644855 8 
9 100 12616281 6021907 3605686 1644734 1343954 12616281 9 
10 100 12558325 6228110 3281066 1627306 1421843 12558325 10 
11 100 12576904 6068026 3461270 1655574 1392034 12576904 11 
12 98 12481480 6107582 3440377 1611456 1322065 12481480 12 
13 100 12405507 6123912 3361055 1611176 1309364 12405507 13 
14 90 12369039 6150740 3359049 1593578 1265672 12453529 13 
15 96 12227702 6090881 3256556 1598138 1282127 12227702 15 
16 90 12128602 6119581 3009146 1651950 1347925 12128602 16 
17 64 12288237 6325177 3119968 1580258 1262834 12128602 16 
18 80 12121701 6111284 3214379 1610178 1185860 12121701 18 
19 68 11940671 5947567 3149419 1653364 1190321 11940671 19 
20 80 11983311 6167685 3132028 1603505 1080093 11940671 19 
21 38 12012323 6256996 3057609 1608718 1089000 11940671 19 
22 54 11903966 6138106 2960584 1652650 1152626 11903966 22 
23 14 11814182 6126616 3045542 1599928 1042096 11814182 23 
24 30 11802206 6299319 2961928 1539170 1001789 11814182 23 
25 20 11754152 6114278 2942297 1628846 1068731 11754152 25 
26 18 11999670 6294088 2997746 1627969 1079867 11754152 25 
27 24 11792535 6216360 3011500 1632832 931843 11754152 25 
28 6 11943142 6378652 3025286 1635436 903768 11754152 25 
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Table 4.14 Comparison of the results of the four scenarios 
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1 5999912 3060722 1415085 1001719 11477438 7431 23 
2 6353692 2857536 1527132 1063079 11801439 3897 25 
3 5986031 3237102 1552371 951496 11727000 4571 23 
4 6114278 2942297 1628846 1068731 11754152 1946 25 
 
Figure 4.11 compares the total cost of the SC for the four scenarios. It presents that moving 
from the first scenario to the other three scenarios result in an increase in the total cost of the 
SC. As can be observed from the figure, the second scenario was found to reach the highest 
total cost. The overall cost is increased by almost 2.8% when moving from the first scenario 
to the second scenario. 
This increase has a contribution in the rise of total cost in the second scenario compared to the 
first scenario. The total cost in the third scenario is slightly lower than that of the second 
scenario being almost 2.17% higher than the total cost found for the first scenario. This is 
interesting to observe that when the flexibility in sourcing decision and transport carrier are 
integrated, the overall cost lies between the second and third scenarios. One important insight 
from this observation is that the use of multiple flexibility options can provide a broader 
degree of freedom as more alternatives can be explored when seeking the SC cost trade-off. 
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Figure 4.10. Convergence rate under the four SC flexibility scenarios 
Figure 4.12 shows the backordering quantity obtained for each scenario. The figure reveals 
that the highest backlogging quantity belongs to the first scenario and compared to this 
scenario, the backlogging quantity is significantly reduced in other three scenarios. As 
backlogging cost is a good indicator of service level, it can be realised that the service level is 
improved when adding sourcing decision and transport carries flexibility to the problem. 
Accordingly, by eliminating the two flexibility options, the service level is the lowest 
compared to the other scenarios. By the introduction of sourcing decision flexibility, the 
backlogging quantity is reduced by almost 48% which can be interpreted that the service level 
is increased by the same rate.  
Figure 4.13 demonstrates the percentage of improvement achieved in the service level 
(reduction in the overall backlogging cost) and the increase in the percentage of increase in 
the total cost of the SC for the three scenarios (second, third and fourth scenarios), compared 
to the first scenario.  The figure clearly shows that higher service levels can be achieved by 
increasing SC flexibility, but with the expense of higher total cost. The total cost in the second 
scenario is found to be almost 2.8% higher than that found for the first scenario. However, the 
service level is enhanced by about 48%, which is significant.  
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Figure 4.11. Total cost of SC under the four scenarios 
The increase in the total cost is mainly due to the use of multiple suppliers (rather than using 
only a single supplier) which supply the components with higher costs to the manufacturing 
plants. The first scenario, which uses a single supplier, enjoys lower cost per unit of 
component due to the purchase of large volumes from the suppliers. In other words, the 
manufacturing plants lower their procurement costs by procuring all the required components 
from a single supplier. However, using multiple suppliers will result in the distribution of the 
procured components to the suppliers. Less quantity of component is therefore assigned to 
each supplier and the supplier offers a higher price for a unit of component.  
The improvement in the service level can be due to the increase in the degree of freedom. 
That is, multiple suppliers can provide a higher flexibility in terms of the supply capacity to 
the manufacturing plants. When one supplier is used the capacity limitation of the supplier 
enforces the model to find solutions within the boundary of that limited capacity. However, 
by shifting from one supplier to multiple suppliers, due to the increase in the cumulative 
capacity limit of supply, the model finds a higher degree of freedom in which it can find the 
best possible planning configuration. 
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Figure 4.12. Backlogging quantity under the four scenarios 
Considering the third scenario, one can observe that the increase in the service level is slightly 
lower that that observed under the second scenario which is about 38% higher than that found 
for the first scenario. However, the rise in the total cost is also less compared to that scenario. 
In this scenario, the total cost increases by about 2.17%. Although the total cost and 
transportation cost of the third scenario were found to be higher than that found for the first 
scenario, it seems that the use of multiple transport providers can boost the chance of finding 
solutions with higher level of service.   
The fourth scenario which takes into account both supply flexibility and logistics flexibility is 
seen to have the highest service level with the cost increase located between the second and 
forth scenarios. The total cost increase in this scenario was found to be about 2.35%. This can 
be due to achieving a higher degree of freedom which allows finding solutions in a broader 
range of feasible solutions. The maximum cumulative capacity of component suppliers is 
increased by using multiple suppliers and more transport capacity becomes available when 
adding carrier transport flexibility to the problem. The total cost in this scenario is still 
slightly high compared to the first scenario.        
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of the SC performance in three SC flexibility scenarios compared to 
the first scenario 
Figure 4.14 compares the major cost elements obtained in the best-found solution for each 
scenario including procurement cost, production cost, transportation cost and storage cost. It 
can be observed from the figure that among these four cost elements, the procurement cost 
and the production cost have seen more changes when moving from one scenario to another. 
The transportation cost and storage cost find slight changes and it can be seen that the 
transportation cost gradually increases by moving from the first scenario to the fourth one. 
The total procurement cost was found to be increased when adding sourcing decision 
flexibility (the second scenario) and is the highest among the four scenarios. In the fourth 
scenario, this cost element is slightly lower than the second scenario which can be due to the 
availability of sourcing decision and carrier transport flexibility in this scenario.  
The figure illustrates that the total cost of production in manufacturing plants varies slightly 
from one scenario to another. The minimum production cost was found under the second 
scenario which is closely followed by the fourth scenario. It means that adding sourcing 
decision flexibility has enabled finding solutions with lower overall production cost.  
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the major cost elements obtained for each scenario 
Achieving lower production cost may be due to the increased flexibility of manufacturing 
plants to better distribute production in the time periods of the planning horizon. For instance, 
if in one period the supply capacity of the supplier (in the first scenario) cannot be exceeded, 
the model limits its solutions by imposing the supply capacity. However, in the second 
scenario, as the cumulative supply capacity is more compared to the first scenario, 
manufacturing plants are less restricted by the shortage of component supply and they obtain 
a higher flexibility in allocating production to the periods which can keep the production cost 
lower. 
Another interesting insight from the obtained results can be revealed by comparing the 
contribution of each cost element in the total cost of the system. In the mathematical model 
presented in Section 3.2.3,   is the representative of the overall cost of the SC which involves 
many cost elements including procurement cost, production cost, transportation cost, storage 
cost and backordering cost. To elaborate the impacts of adding flexibility in the overall 
performance of the SC, we define a number of terms:  
-   : Other costs 
-    : Share of procurement cost in   
-    : Share of transportation cost in   
-     : Share of the sum of procurement cost and transportation cost in    
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   is defined differently for each scenario. Then, for the second scenario,    is defined as 
the overall cost of the SC excluding the procurement cost. This can be formulated using the 
below Equation: 
                      
For the third scenario,    is defined as the overall cost of the SC excluding the transportation 
cost. The Equation applied in calculating the    is as below: 
                         
For the fourth scenario,    is defined as the overall cost of the SC excluding the sum of 
procurement cost transportation cost. This can be mathematically elaborated using the below 
Equation: 
                                            
Let     represents the contribution of procurement cost in  ,     represents the contribution 
of the transportation cost in   and      represents the contribution of the sum of 
procurement cost and transportation cost in  . All the last three terms are calculated and 
represented in percentage.  
Based on the above definition, the following Equations are used to calculate    ,     
and    .  
    
                
 
     
    
                   
 
     
    
                                      
 
     
 
Using the above Equations, Tables 4.15 to 4.17 are established to compare the rate of change 
in    for the second, third and fourth scenario with that found for the first scenario.  
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Table 4.15 The comparison of     and    for Scenarios 1 and 2 
   ($) 
Procurement 
cost ($) 
   ($)    (%) 
Change in 
   (%) 
Best-found solution 
(Scenario 1) 
11,737,517 5,999,912 5,737,605 51.12 --- 
Best-found solution 
(Scenario 2) 
11,937,830 6,353,692 5,584,138 53.22 -2.67 
 
Table 4.15 demonstrates that the    is reduced by 2.67% by changing sourcing decision 
option from a single supplier to multiple suppliers. In addition,     is found to increase from 
51.12% to 53.22%. The results show that by the use of multiple suppliers in the studied case 
the contribution of procurement cost in the overall cost of the SC is slightly increased. This is 
due to the higher cost of components offered by each supplier in Scenario 2 compared to 
Scenario 1.  
However, when multiple suppliers are used,    is reduced which can partially compensate 
the rise in the procurement cost. The main reason is that in Scenario 2 suppliers possess 
different capacities in different periods and this provides the case company with the 
opportunity to come up with a more degree of freedom in procuring the components in each 
period. The case company finds it possible to produce the final products in such a way that the 
   is reduced. For example, the company may choose to produce the final products by the 
use of one or more of the following options: producing in periods with cheaper production 
cost, not using tactical production capacity expansion (overtime), storing the final products 
without the use of storage capacity expansion as well as transporting the finished products in 
a more efficient way.  
Table 4.16 demonstrates the change in    and     when using multiple transport providers 
versus a single provider. The results show a little change in    which accounts for 0.12%. 
This level of change is not considerable and it reveals that by utilising multiple transport 
carriers a little change may occur in dollar value of   and this is because of the relatively 
smaller contribution of transport cost in the overall cost of the SC.  
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Table 4.16 The comparison of     and    for Scenarios 1 and 3 
   ($) 
Transportation 
cost ($) 
   ($)    (%) 
Change in 
   (%) 
Best-found 
solution (Scenario 
1) 
11,737,517 1,415,085 10,322,432 12.06 --- 
Best-found 
solution (Scenario 
3) 
11,886,970 1,552,371 10,334,599 13.06 0.12 
 
In the case of this research, the procurement cost has the major contribution in the overall cost 
of the SC. However, as shown in Table 4.17, the contribution of the transportation cost in the 
overall cost is relatively less than that observed for the procurement cost. This may be the 
main reason why the change in    is not significant in this scenario. In addition,     is 
observed to increase by about 1% which can be due to the use of multiple transport providers 
in this scenario. Therefore, this table reveals that the use of multiple transport providers does 
not reduce    and a slight increase is observed in the value of    . 
 
Table 4.17 The comparison of      and    for Scenarios 1 and 4 
   ($) 
Sum of procurement cost 
and transportation cost ($) 
   ($)     (%) 
Change in 
   (%) 
Best-found 
solution (Scenario 
1) 
11,737,517 7,414,997 4,322,520 63.17 --- 
Best-found 
solution (Scenario 
4) 
11,822,268 7,743,124 4,079,144 65.50 -5.63 
 
Table 4.17 compares the value of      and    observed in the first and forth best-found 
solutions. The results show a slight increase in the value of     , when using the integrated 
supply and logistics flexibility. This is reasonable as both the procurement cost and the 
transportation cost are increased as multiple component supplier and transport carriers are 
used, respectively. This is also clear that the contribution of the sum of procurement cost and 
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transportation cost in the overall cost (    ) is higher compared     and    . However, a 
surprising outcome is that by integrating supply flexibility and logistics flexibility, this 
contribution is slightly reduced.  
The results shown in Tables 4.13 and 4.14 indicates that the values of     and     are 
respectively 51.12% and 12.06% for the first scenario. As expected, for the first scenario, the 
value of     , shown in Table 4.15, is equal to the sum of the values obtained for      and  
    which account for 63.17%. However, this is interesting that the value of      found for 
the fourth scenario 65.50% is marginally lower than the sum of     and     (i.e. the sum of 
53.22% and 13.06% which equals to 66.28%).  
The value of      in the fourth scenario is 0.78% lower than the sum of     and     and 
this illustrates that integration of the two concerned flexibility options, including sourcing 
decisions as well as multi-carrier transport, has resulted in a slight reduction in the overall 
contribution of the procurement cost and the transportation cost.  
Integrating the two concerned flexibility options has also resulted in achieving a lower 
percentage of   . The value of    is reduced by 5.63 percent which means that the 
contribution of other costs in Scenario 4 is considerably lower than that observed for the first 
scenario. This might be due to the higher degree of freedom achieved through the use of 
integrated flexibility options.  
In the fourth scenario, it becomes possible to enjoy both the supply and transport flexibility 
options and reduce the value of    through the more efficient use of resources. By the 
simultaneous utilisation of these flexibility options, demand can be met by allocating a 
smaller value to    which can partially compensate the rise in the overall cost of the SC. In 
other words, although the introduction of the two flexibility options results in an increase in 
the overall cost of the SC, it can result in lowering the value of   .  
Using the above interesting results, Figure 4.15 is developed which compares the change in 
the value of    in Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 relative to the first scenario. The horizontal axis is the 
base scenario which refers to the first scenario and the percentage of change observed in the 
value of other scenarios are compared to the first scenario. 
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Figure 4.15. Percentage change in the value of    
The figure reveals that the highest reduction rate in the value of    is obtained in the last 
scenario. It confirms the results presented in Figure 4.11 where the lowest increase in the 
overall cost is shown to be related to the fourth scenario. This can be interpreted in this way 
that the integrated flexibility options, for the above case study, obtains a lower    and the 
reduction in the value of    reduces the increased value of the overall cost of the SC.  
4.6 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, data from an industrial case company which manufactures a range of flange 
products was used to validate the model and evaluate the impacts of SC planning under the 
four flexibility scenarios. The case company was first described and the input data used for 
this research were illustrated. The performance of the SC was basically investigated based on 
two important performance indicators including the overall cost of the system and the service 
level. Analysing the obtained results provides interesting insights. Compared to the first 
scenario, which does not incorporate sourcing decision and carrier transport flexibility, a 
slight increase in overall cost was observed in other three scenarios.   
The results confirm that flexibility does not come free and there is a cost involved The 
increase in the overall cost of the system was found to be in highest level in the first scenario 
when multiple suppliers are used followed by the third and fourth scenarios. However, the 
service level was surprisingly improved and the highest improvement was observed in the 
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fourth scenario in which multiple suppliers and multiple transport carriers were used. Some 
other insights were obtained by comparing the contribution of major cost elements in the 
overall cost in different scenarios.   
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  CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH    
 
5.1 CONTRIBUTIONS  
This chapter highlights the contributions of this research and explains the limitations of this 
study. It also provides some ideas for future research opportunities.  
In this study, a three-dimensional flexibility framework was first developed for tactical SC 
planning. This includes supply flexibility, manufacturing flexibility and distribution/logistics 
flexibility dimensions. A number of flexibility options were identified in relations to the 
flexibility dimensions.  
Flexibility options associated with supply flexibility are make-and/or-buy decisions and 
sourcing decisions where the former option refers to the use of outsourcing strategy along 
with in-house production of finished products, while the latter refers to the use of multiple 
suppliers for raw material and/or components. The manufacturing flexibility dimension 
contains: process flexibility option or the ability of the firm to manufacture multiple product 
types, production capacity expansion option using overtime or additional shifts as well as 
backlogging option allowing the firm to deliver the finished product at a later period. The 
distribution/logistics dimension addresses flexibility options related to the transportation of 
finished products to customers using multiple modes and routes for transportation as well as 
the use of multiple transport carriers. This dimension also includes the storage capacity 
expansion flexibility option which refers to the use of rental warehouses for storing finished 
products.   
The review of past studies in Chapter 2 indicated that the identified flexibility options have 
been incorporated in the past modelling efforts mostly in a sole dimension or two of the 
dimensions. It was observed that less attention has been paid to incorporate flexibility in the 
three flexibility dimensions in SC planning, especially in a relative comparison with various 
levels of flexibility. However, a flexible SC needs to incorporate multiple flexibility options 
in key SC processes including procurement/sourcing, manufacturing and distribution/logistics 
(Merschmann and Thonemann 2011; Vickery et al. 1999). Although few studies incorporate 
flexibility options in the three dimensions, no SC planning model was found that has 
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incorporated all the important flexibility options identified in the three-dimensional 
framework.  
A planning model was therefore developed to investigate this complex decision as an MINLP 
for tactical SC planning in a three-echelon network by incorporating the identified flexibility 
options in the three-dimensional flexibility framework. Thus, the study contributes to the 
literature by filling this gap by developing an optimisation model for SC planning which has 
incorporated the identified flexibility options outlined in the three-dimensional framework. 
The objective function of this model minimises the total cost of the SC. This study also 
provided insight on how to incorporate these important flexibility options to SC planning 
models.  
Another contribution of this study is design of a new unique solution approach based on the 
CE method to solve the developed SC planning model. A modified CE method was designed 
and used to determine the value of binary variables in set Type ।. By determining the value of 
binary variables Type ।, the original MINLP model was converted to a MILP model. The 
MILP model was then solved using CPLEX solver and an optimal solution was found.  
The proposed model was used to investigate the impacts of adjusting flexibility options by 
obtaining various levels of flexibility on the overall performance of the model using two 
important performance measures that included the total cost of SC and the service level. Four 
scenarios were investigated against these performance measures and it provided insight for 
decision-makers on how adjusting flexibility options can influence the overall performance of 
the SC.  
Data from a real-world industrial company which manufactures a range of flange products 
were applied to the model and the impacts of SC planning under the four considered 
flexibility scenarios were investigated. The model was solved under each scenario and an 
optimal solution was obtained using the proposed solution approach.   
It was found that Scenario 2 which uses a single supplier and multiple transport carriers 
resulted in the highest increase in the total cost compared to Scenario 1 which uses a single 
supplier and single transport carrier. But, this scenario provided an improved service level. 
Scenario 3 which uses a single supplier and multiple transport carriers resulted into an 
increase in the total cost of the SC; that is slightly lower than that observed in Scenario 2. The 
service level was enhanced in this scenario as well. However, the lowest increase in the total 
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cost was observed in Scenario 4 where the highest improvement in the service level was 
observed.  
The results revealed that (1) adjusting flexibility to a higher level comes with cost or in other 
words flexibility does not come free, and (2) flexibility-related decisions in one SC process 
must be made with respect to the achievable/available flexibility options in other SC 
processes. Although a slight increase in the overall cost of the SC was observed by 
introducing more flexibility options to Scenario 1, the service level can be significantly 
augmented. In addition, it was observed that a part of increase in the overall SC cost was 
compensated through a reduction in the sum of other costs in the SC. From this observation, 
an important insight for decision-makers is that the use of multiple flexibility options can 
provide a broader degree of freedom as more alternatives become available when seeking the 
SC cost trade-off.  
In this research, therefore, the objectives listed in Chapter 1 have been achieved. This includes 
developing a mathematical model for SC planning with multiple flexibility options listed in 
the developed three-dimensional framework, optimising the model using a new unique 
solution approach and evaluating the impacts of adjusting two important flexibility options on 
the overall performance of the total cost of the system.  
 
5.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH  
As with any investigation applying analytical approaches there are some limitations. These 
limitations also provide opportunities for future research. In this section, the limitations of this 
research study are addressed and opportunities for further research are elaborated.   
 
5.2.1 Integrating additional performance measures 
In this study two performance measures were used to compare the performance of the SC 
under a unique scenario against others. However, additional measures and hierarchical 
decisions as well as non-flexibility measures and trade-offs can also be integrated into the 
developed model in this study. Inclusion of other performance measures will be interesting in 
future research. For example, quality can be another performance measure which can be 
integrated to this model.  
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Sustainability and environmental dimensions can significantly impact the organisational and 
SC flexibility. For instance, emission generated through production and transportation of the 
finished products can be considered as an important quantifiable performance measure and 
therefore can be integrated to the model. More specifically, carbon emission can be a key 
environmental measure which can be used for evaluating the performance of SCs. Different 
suppliers and/or manufacturers may generate different level of carbon emission in their 
production activities. This may depend on the manufacturing process used in production as 
well as the type of equipment utilised. The use of more conventional manufacturing processes 
and equipment may lead to generation of a greater level of carbon emission.   
The incorporation of the above cited factors can add to the complexity of the proposed model. 
This can result in additional time for computation when using the proposed solution 
methodology. To overcome this issue, more efficient solution approaches need to be 
developed by taking advantage of potential structural characteristics of the model. 
Investigation into reformulation may help further the capabilities of the proposed Cross 
Entropy approach. 
 
5.2.2 Incorporating uncertainty in the model 
The input parameters such as demand and production capacity used in this study were 
assumed to be deterministic. However, in the uncertain business environment some of these 
parameters are also uncertain. As one of the important assumption associated with the 
developed SC planning model in this study, demand was assumed to be known. Considering 
stochastic demand in the proposed model and investigating the impacts of adjusting flexibility 
options with stochastic demand can be an interesting direction for future research. Moreover, 
uncertainty can also be incorporated to the production capacity and quality of the products 
and/or components. This can be due to issues such as machine breakdown or labour 
unavailability.    
 
5.2.3 Simultaneous optimisation of objective functions 
The proposed SC planning model in this research minimises a single objective function as the 
overall cost of the SC in a finite planning horizon. The use of multi-objective models which 
can simultaneously optimise different objective functions can be interesting in future research. 
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Using multi-objective models several objectives such as the total cost, service level, quality 
and emission can be targeted and the trade-off among these objectives can be evaluated. Such 
models may provide more managerial insight for decision-maker in deciding whether or not to 
incorporate more flexibility in their SC planning. Furthermore, these models can provide 
decision-makers with the opportunity to allocate greater/lesser emphasis on the concerned 
objective function according to their judgment about the importance of each objective.     
 
5.2.4 More adjustments and post-implementation feedback 
Another important direction for future research is to complete some adjustments to the 
parameters in order to evaluate if parametric perturbations provide additional managerial 
insights. For instance, provided that a decision-maker is still not satisfied with the customer 
service level and seeks for achieving a higher level of customer service, then under-pricing 
backlogs can be a managerial and policy concern that needs to be investigated. Moreover, 
another direction for further investigation is to implement the proposed model in the industrial 
case study and evaluate post-implementation feedback and response from actual decisions 
which can assist validating the obtained results. 
5.2.5 Solving the model using other heuristics  
Another direction for future research can be to solve the model using other heuristics such as 
Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony and Simulated Annealing and comparing the performance of 
the proposed modified CE approach with other heuristics. This is one of limitations of this 
research and can be a direction for further research.   
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APPENDIX A 
The details of the results obtained for each scenario are demonstrated in the following four tables. 
Results obtained for scenario 1 
Iteration 
number 
Run 
Time 
(s) 
Number 
of 
Feasible 
Solution 
Overall 
Cost ($) 
Procurement 
Cost ($) 
Component 
Storage Cost 
($) 
Production 
Cost ($) 
Product 
Storage 
Cost ($) 
Transport 
Cost ($) 
DC/Warehouse 
Storage Cost ($) 
Backlogging 
Cost ($) 
Best 
Solution 
Found 
Best 
Solution 
Found in 
Iteration 
Number 
1 6786 100 12833670 5878221 38234 3733600 38757 1432889 1531769 180200 12833670 1 
2 6780 100 12726451 5879838 35066 3633221 42568 1430442 1522116 183200 12726451 2 
3 6774 100 12637454 5879748 28234 3532547 45043 1419665 1533817 198400 12637454 3 
4 6792 100 12593063 5891598 24813 3459326 44547 1424972 1534852 212955 12593063 4 
5 6768 100 12515697 5887952 60168 3430345 46034 1427375 1473423 190400 12515697 5 
6 6798 100 12422364 5886946 74778 3328403 52256 1451388 1450473 178120 12422364 6 
7 6786 100 12430008 5884839 38234 3431015 47981 1431194 1409598 187147 12430008 7 
8 6804 100 12327125 5954690 24301 3152842 45236 1429792 1508732 211532 12327125 8 
9 6828 100 12323482 5959181 28803 3256818 41546 1425737 1414161 197236 12323482 9 
10 6822 100 12285938 5959118 41659 3154496 49766 1435985 1444651 200263 12285938 10 
11 6816 99 12286345 5967318 59827 3181668 72899 1445573 1382496 176564 12285938 10 
12 6930 94 12197744 5949581 20442 3181019 48057 1434261 1332406 231978 12197744 12 
13 6576 65 12322459 6127109 59210 3115800 78032 1395101 1338697 208510 12197744 12 
14 6708 84 12061305 5926231 48717 3151360 53556 1419139 1239800 222502 12061305 14 
15 6786 90 12129025 6050173 63060 2807522 90155 1440774 1401486 275855 12061305 14 
16 6540 62 11993806 5971749 21915 3051746 56366 1456630 1236876 198524 11993806 16 
17 6264 33 12038373 5968084 25394 3078421 71526 1453337 1216926 224685 11993806 16 
18 6546 62 11975032 5995899 24730 2904805 53180 1437945 1296753 261720 11975032 18 
19 6288 34 11834665 5960785 21562 3127540 55236 1435278 1051492 182772 11834665 19 
20 6174 25 11938203 6062586 25562 2982372 83878 1420090 1131678 232037 11834665 19 
21 6102 15 11993840 6066355 26586 2936760 65434 1530911 1106176 261618 11834665 19 
22 6120 13 11995583 6071533 20443 3086544 54902 1433733 1063311 265117 11834665 19 
23 6582 26 11737517 5999912 25971 2979456 55295 1415085 1001719 260079 11737517 23 
24 6378 14 11833634 6075648 27034 2905655 58518 1454036 1111370 201373 11737517 23 
25 5988 6 11799253 5991696 30914 2758235 70860 1506656 1208685 232207 11737517 23 
26 5964 3 11997289 6124015 20219 2962277 64285 1571837 990207 264449 11737517 23 
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Results obtained for scenario 2 
Iteration 
number 
Run 
Time 
(s) 
Number 
of 
Feasible 
Solution 
Overall 
Cost ($) 
Procurement 
Cost ($) 
Component 
Storage Cost 
($) 
Production 
Cost ($) 
Product 
Storage 
Cost ($) 
Transport 
Cost ($) 
DC/Warehouse 
Storage Cost ($) 
Backlogging 
Cost ($) 
Best 
Solution 
Found 
Best 
Solution 
Found in 
Iteration 
Number 
1 7490 20 13448514 6399605 73834 3733595 46176 1538823 1515301 141180 13448514 1 
2 6810 20 13265205 6198169 79690 3657599 60327 1567115 1554588 147717 13265205 2 
3 6794 20 13220113 6212457 75042 3657594 60097 1539235 1503605 172083 13220113 3 
4 6812 20 13181358 6261232 69297 3555431 62130 1571557 1525409 136302 13181358 4 
5 6808 20 13108619 6240459 71303 3557141 65137 1554947 1467142 152490 13108619 5 
6 6818 20 13008632 6260341 75142 3454360 64858 1556590 1451674 145667 13008632 6 
7 6826 20 12974086 6257772 73258 3383403 65581 1527884 1524297 141891 12974086 7 
8 6814 20 12923131 6324760 61410 3353654 71575 1524650 1417822 169260 12923131 8 
9 6858 20 12884739 6295229 65127 3328104 66711 1542385 1422265 164918 12884739 9 
10 6842 20 12793008 6260600 61331 3278872 74612 1540768 1447207 129618 12793008 10 
11 6836 20 12795116 6330203 36632 3279662 67217 1538684 1369968 172750 12793008 10 
12 6950 20 12667362 6314697 29527 3144566 65566 1543291 1341677 228038 12667362 12 
13 6606 19 12750911 6507802 85601 3111680 71042 1484462 1367891 122433 12667362 12 
14 6748 18 12663881 6394073 67032 3208133 74439 1522521 1270477 127206 12663881 14 
15 6826 20 12665602 6627748 55565 3005200 83247 1478497 1287569 127776 12663881 14 
16 6590 18 12493639 6282760 63740 3073310 75320 1548611 1277419 172479 12493639 16 
17 6304 15 12340591 6219068 61699 3045612 84240 1532028 1196073 201871 12340591 17 
18 6596 19 12324412 6275644 67690 2975128 81131 1536314 1204605 183900 12324412 18 
19 6318 17 12286614 6148195 65169 3044516 82481 1561840 1199079 185334 12286614 19 
20 6224 13 12404411 6441434 83620 3080307 88755 1522135 1074928 113232 12286614 19 
21 6142 11 12324782 6418516 65772 2974413 83625 1585649 1092377 104430 12286614 19 
22 6160 7 12189957 6316158 98353 2905103 138189 1503731 1140889 87534 12189957 22 
23 6612 8 12295816 6385316 75866 3152414 80848 1473052 905297 223023 12189957 22 
24 6428 8 12426984 6540977 99298 2888807 131452 1464964 1071622 229864 12189957 22 
25 5998 9 11937830 6353692 70904 2666983 119649 1527132 1063079 136391 11937830 25 
26 6004 7 12118386 6561208 69974 2656455 124753 1457713 1106959 141324 11937830 25 
27 6016 4 12565372 6985771 60408 2842902 113032 1489382 944359 129518 11937830 25 
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Results obtained for scenario 3 
Iteration 
number 
Run 
Time 
(s) 
Number 
of 
Feasible 
Solution 
Overall 
Cost ($) 
Procurement 
Cost ($) 
Component 
Storage Cost 
($) 
Production 
Cost ($) 
Product 
Storage 
Cost ($) 
Transport 
Cost ($) 
DC/Warehouse 
Storage Cost ($) 
Backlogging 
Cost ($) 
Best 
Solution 
Found 
Best 
Solution 
Found in 
Iteration 
Number 
1 8832 20 12891227 5884797 29183 3735047 41750 1556130 1533199 111121 12891227 1 
2 8839 20 12801355 5885699 29001 3633925 44509 1557025 1545773 105423 12801355 2 
3 8831 20 12756347 5886115 26295 3634910 43570 1556984 1493468 115005 12756347 3 
4 8840 20 12626587 5909913 24549 3428872 49498 1570707 1538050 104998 12626587 4 
5 8808 20 12578725 5896988 24777 3429921 50823 1566458 1500395 109363 12578725 5 
6 8847 20 12591652 5969579 27723 3386084 53659 1538392 1512306 103909 12578725 5 
7 8847 18 12542600 5931668 24959 3460088 49371 1551188 1426441 98885 12542600 7 
8 8855 19 12516235 5966445 26130 3258559 58535 1555843 1507327 143396 12516235 8 
9 8886 20 12368587 5902018 26113 3225666 63547 1590931 1408304 152008 12368587 9 
10 8894 19 12474715 6050711 30317 3185676 63805 1535603 1456443 152160 12368587 9 
11 8871 20 12239201 5959349 20442 2977090 53264 1582208 1460603 186245 12239201 11 
12 9019 19 12252275 5946469 24802 3150544 56411 1605028 1374999 94022 12239201 11 
13 8564 15 12231253 5990171 26735 3155902 57595 1545610 1319370 135870 12231253 13 
14 8725 19 12174736 5965656 21860 3122815 58002 1623372 1235278 147753 12174736 14 
15 8837 20 12198821 6047503 26597 3085122 59958 1531104 1275641 172896 12174736 14 
16 8507 16 12129009 5951062 26113 3226784 49358 1578922 1120443 176327 12129009 16 
17 8168 13 12026825 5993418 21914 3079156 63358 1565814 1166926 136239 12026825 17 
18 8525 13 12082179 5981406 19682 3181887 62732 1575456 1102271 158745 12026825 17 
19 8189 16 11918792 6027220 50040 2877121 53024 1581908 1140269 189210 11918792 19 
20 8031 12 12231381 6116838 36113 3220990 65523 1564215 996459 231243 11918792 19 
21 7948 13 12055243 6017352 21860 2878239 63233 1718296 1191873 164390 11918792 19 
22 7971 11 12029433 6134338 27034 3141271 67053 1514396 986448 158893 11918792 19 
23 8582 9 11886970 5986031 39605 3124318 73179 1552371 951496 159970 11886970 23 
24 8296 8 12049855 6144110 22426 2862367 66052 1637765 1108224 208911 11886970 23 
25 7799 6 11892126 6028027 17252 2699576 65776 1679539 1088639 313317 11886970 23 
26 7778 4 11974991 6115654 28634 2687696 59066 1645027 1141909 297005 11886970 23 
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Results obtained for scenario 4 
Iteration 
number 
Run 
Time 
(s) 
Number 
of 
Feasible 
Solution 
Overall 
Cost ($) 
Procurement 
Cost ($) 
Component 
Storage Cost 
($) 
Production 
Cost ($) 
Product 
Storage 
Cost ($) 
Transport 
Cost ($) 
DC/Warehouse 
Storage Cost ($) 
Backlogging 
Cost ($) 
Best 
Solution 
Found 
Best 
Solution 
Found in 
Iteration 
Number 
1 9181 50 13235344 6179617 73745 3733424 43774 1585675 1523586 95523 13235344 1 
2 9183 50 13100098 6078504 77943 3658424 50767 1622928 1531072 80460 13100098 2 
3 9195 50 12998159 6035319 78242 3558302 59711 1650310 1543357 72918 12998159 3 
4 9219 50 12989619 6112333 75995 3557740 55308 1592196 1505878 90169 12989619 4 
5 9177 50 12895938 6050617 72229 3481816 62742 1632398 1537147 58989 12895938 5 
6 9217 50 12831431 6082168 74333 3355523 55128 1635459 1520748 108072 12831431 6 
7 9211 50 12790548 6037092 78810 3457449 65868 1598112 1440645 112572 12790548 7 
8 9210 50 12733472 6279285 45270 3148543 69950 1589529 1512278 88617 12733472 8 
9 9238 50 12681585 6021907 76868 3457781 71037 1644734 1343954 65304 12681585 9 
10 9215 50 12646570 6228110 64426 3148992 67648 1627306 1421843 88245 12646570 10 
11 9232 50 12629912 6068026 76864 3311006 73400 1655574 1392034 53008 12629912 11 
12 9406 49 12559537 6107582 67629 3307132 65616 1611456 1322065 78057 12559537 12 
13 8913 50 12456529 6123912 69657 3208312 83086 1611176 1309364 51022 12456529 13 
14 9096 45 12472323 6150740 69348 3209544 80157 1593578 1265672 103284 12453529 13 
15 9191 48 12324365 6090881 93685 3080231 82640 1598138 1282127 96663 12324365 15 
16 8854 45 12215905 6119581 71855 2844119 93172 1651950 1347925 87303 12215905 16 
17 8491 32 12362789 6325177 96523 2929437 94008 1580258 1262834 74552 12215905 16 
18 8882 40 12181722 6111284 72682 3029784 111913 1610178 1185860 60021 12181722 18 
19 8529 34 12027699 5947567 77243 2974848 97328 1653364 1190321 87028 12027699 19 
20 8360 40 12063309 6167685 59866 2975586 96576 1603505 1080093 79998 12027699 19 
21 8258 19 12168218 6256996 59287 2901207 97115 1608718 1089000 155895 12027699 19 
22 8297 27 11963222 6138106 60162 2824689 75733 1652650 1152626 59256 11963222 22 
23 8926 7 11903174 6126616 62136 2899756 83650 1599928 1042096 88992 11903174 23 
24 8615 15 11944704 6299319 71212 2807397 83319 1539170 1001789 142498 11903174 23 
25 8089 10 11822268 6114278 67564 2774147 100586 1628846 1068731 68116 11822268 25 
26 8066 9 12054890 6294088 70800 2788052 138894 1627969 1079867 55220 11822268 25 
27 8076 12 11856130 6216360 66105 2830427 114968 1632832 931843 63595 11822268 25 
28 8004 5 12038006 6378652 62994 2880379 81913 1635436 903768 94864 11822268 25 
 
 
